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2an a man or woman truly water and dirt in buckets on my head, lay-
be educated, and not ing dirt-manure floors, having no electrici-
know something of the ty, and sharing the house with people and
world? At Whitworth Col- animals alike:'
lege since 1972, students But it wasn't supposed to be easy. Coor-
_ _ have been required to dinator Sanford says, "Both going and
travel, study, or work off campus at least coming back are shocks,'
once in their college careers. Students typically go through phases.
InBritain they touch the hometown soil "In the first three weeks in a foreign coun-
that nurtured Shakespeare, and then try, it's all glamour and adventure. Then
study a different play each night. in the next month, anxiety sets in, the fear
They examine the roots of Calvinism, of whether she or he will be able to fit in
Puritanism, Presbyterianism, and others and handle the environment. They get
in England and Scotland. InSan Francisco defensive feelings about American culture
they examine the church in action amid - 'Why can't they do things like we do?'
the stimuli and challenge of a major After that they begin to enjoy native
metropolis. In Central America they are things and learn, or sometimes find out
surrounded by terrible poverty, and try to they really can't adjust:' Sanford adds.
help. They build pens for goats and teach Sometimes, though, there are Whitwor-
children. In China they discover that pea- thians there to help. Kiyoyuki Kanemitsu,
pie are, in important things, the same the a special student at Whitworth from 1970
world over; love, friendliness and curiosi- to 1971, helped students touring Japan to
ty prove universal. understand Japanese concerns about the
B ~~riencl:..J:·ll-\Pt,;,,-P::a!,,'-;;o,~ in.,Asia and its' f -_.-
... """'IIJ"'''!!l:'' .... ~w~o~r~l:d~·'!''is a part of off-campus education America's. Kanemitsu is assistant to the
too. Students try careers on for size, test mayor of Kobe City, a prestigious
themselves and their training, sometimes job akin to working in a state
finding the fit quite good, sometimes com- governor's office in the
-;;;:~:;:;;-orptet:eJ.yWIOng. InJanuary term, or during United States. Across
summers, such students might write the world, in
news for television stations, assist a Belfast, Northern
research biologist, or help the Spokane Ireland,
County Prosecuting Attorney investigate Sally Stowell,
cases.
Whatever they do, the intent is the
same.
"We feel a person can't say he or she
has had a liberal arts education until made
aware of the contrasts of this culture with
others, until she or he realizes this is not
the only style of life;' says Dr. Dan C. San-
ford, coordinator of off-campus educa-
tion. Sanford, associate professor of
political studies, also leads travel studies
through China and Asia.
What is the effect of trying on a dif-
ferent world? Says Dr. Dean Ebner, "If
you study another culture in depth, you
really study your own. You also study
yourself:' Ebner, professor of English, is
one of three teachers who COnduct the
British Isles program.
In all cases, the students are not mere
tourists. They have a very un-tourist-like
chance to talk with people - with South
Korean students who are disturbed by the
repression in their nation; with Sandinista
soldiers in Nicaragua, and with govern-
ment officials in Costa Rica. The students
read and write extensively. They work.
They analyze. They skip the easy path
that leads from one tourist trap to another
and, instead, live with native families.
It can be hard. Tamara Watson, senior,
of Walla Walla, Wash., working in Hon-
duras in 1981, wrote to another student,
"I lived in Terrero in primitive conditions
and learned a lot about (having) no
latrines, taking baths in rivers, washing
clothes on rocks, grinding corn, carrying
"If ~ou
:other
culture in
depth, you
reciDy study
your own.
Youa!so
study
yourseU:'
1976 graduate, will help students in the
1981 British Isles study tour understand
what is behind the tensions in that nation
which has been so damaged by religious
and social strife.
All of this changes from year to year.
Most programs run once every three
years. In the spring of 1983, students will
study in France. In the summer of that
year, in Israel. In the summer of 1982,
they will tour China, and in most years,
selected students can exchange for a year
at Keimyung University in Taegu, Korea.
In many summers student groups canoe
through the Arctic Barrens. In January
Term, they study in places ranging from
Hawaii to Washington, D.C.
The programs can be expensive.
Students are charged Whitworth tuition,
in addition to travel and living costs. The
three-month program in Britain, for exam-
ple, costs up to $3,000 more than a term
staying at Whitworth.
Nonetheless, Dr. Ebnerfinds, "Many of
our kids scrounging jobs, working double
shifts, even eating beans for a /"
year so they can do it:'
For them a taste of the
"Real World" is
all worth it.
Text by Paul Bunning
Illustrations by Gary Finch
ChWsalong
theDMZ
n Panmunjom a cold wind
stirs the air. The sky is
grey. Whitworth stu-
dents, huddling in their
parkas, pensively watch
North Korean soldiers
staring back across the border. The
soldiers' guns are cocked. The students
know anything can happen; they've even
been required to promise not to sue the
United States government should they be
attacked. Sharon Fancher fights a shud-
der, feeling very, very far from home.
It is January, 1976, at the Demilitarized
Zone dividing Korea. Only seven months
later these North Koreans will attack and
kill two U.S. Army officers trimming
trees.
Fancher, 1976 graduate, but several
years older than her peers, will never
forget that moment in January, or learning
the killings later. "It brought the reality
of it home to me'.' She pauses, then adds
dryly, "It gave me a very real feeling:'
This is, perhaps, psychologically the
chilliest place on earth, the line between
East and West, between communism and
capitalism, between two halves of a pe0-
ple who hate each other.
Experiencing it changes every
American who sees it. Ruth Bell, a senior
citizen and former part-time student at
Whitworth, adds, "Right in front of your
eyes, the North Koreans with their guns!
If you don't see it yourself, you just don't
realize .. :' Ruth Bell was in Panmunjom
in 1979.
The Korean DMZ is a regular stop on
the Whitworth study tour of Asia,
something everyone remembers. Dr. Dan
C. Sanford, associate professor of political
studies, says "At the border the hostility is
so strong it almost seems like a drama; it's
unbelievable there could be such sharp
hostility. It's awesome to the students.
Students come away wanting to believe it
isn't possible:' .
The visit to the DMZ is a chance for
Whitworth students to taste the sharper
edge of world politics, to see and feel the
differences in culture, sometimes to sense
the hatred that governs parts of the world.
Fortunately other parts of the study lour
are not so chilly. Kathy Eaton, 1979
graduate, discovered during a 1979 tour in
The People's Republic of China that "the
thing that is really the same everywhere is
the looking into another's eyes and trying
to read them. It's universal. I was
fascinated at how the people we saw were
just as curious about us as we about
them"
Eaton is perhaps a classic example of a
student abroad for the first time. "Atfirst I
found it hard to adjust - I experienced a
great deal of culture shock. But at the
same time it really opened my eyes, made
me come out of my shell. It made me
want to reach out and help people under-
stand each other:'
Once relatively uninterested in Asia,
Eaton now seeks a career in international
business with an emphasis in Asian trade.
Her tour made the difference, she says.
Even for instructors, traveling in a
foreign culture can have electric, even
awkward moments. Sanford, author of a
book on relations between Red China and
Taiwan, experienced one such moment in
1979, a few days after the United States
normalized relations with The People's
Republic. The Red Chinese, in an un-
precedented move, had stamped his and
the students' visas as the group left for
Taiwan. When Sanford presented the
visas in Taiwan, customs officials stared at
the documents in shock. It was taboo to-
travel directly from Red China to Taiwan;
even more taboo to have a big red mark
proving it. For long minutes, standing at
the airport receiving room, the
disconcerted Taiwanese conferred with
Sanford, who feared the students would
be turned away. But at last the Taiwanese
relented, but not without
discomfort. "I
don't like
this. I don't
like this;'
the
"Right In
front or your
eyes,the
. North
Koreans
with their
~ns! If you
don't see It
you~~
you~"!
on
realize .. ~'
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Taiwanese customs official muttered in
Chinese as he approved the visas one by
one.
Yet Sanford recalls, above all, the great
politeness of the Taiwanese people,
despite their great anger over America's
recognition of Red China.
Eaton recalls a night in Canton in
mainland China when one student fell ill.
The student was taken to the hospital by
taxi, and Eaton was in the car. But the
driver, to save his headlights, turned them
on only when crossing intersections. The
city was dark, and seemed asleep. Then
the cabbie flashed on his lights, and sud-
denly, in their glare, dozens of bicyclists
and animals glittered. On the cab con-
tinued, in the dark again.
Later, at the hospital - which had
rooms with dirt floors, and a hand-
winched elevator - the illness, fortunate-
ly, proved not serious.
It is not easy for students to put their ex-
periences into simple statements. How do
you sum up something so different, so in-
effable? So it was with Sharon Fancher.
But years later, at home, she found one
photo, which in its concrete way, "really
caught one of the big things I felt. It was
from Hong Kong. In the foreground is a
lady in a rich fur coat. Behind her is a man
without legs. He's in a hand push cart,
begging. The contrast between poverty
and wealth in Asia is so dramatic:'
But what really stuck with Fancher was
a moment when she spoke with a Korean
woman. Fancher was staying in the home
of the woman and her daughter, a stu-
dent. "I was about halfway between the
mother and the daughter in age, but I felt
closer to the mother . . . One night the
daughter and I came home late, and the
mother was waiting for us, sitting on a
mat. She had tears in her eyes . . . We
began talking, through the daughter's in-
terpreting, and the conversation turned to
what it had been like when the North
Koreans had invaded [during the Korean
Warl, and then when the Americans final-
ly took it back:'
The woman, whose family is out of
touch, perhaps forever, in the North, had
experienced great difficulties during the
war. She had had to sell her most valued
things, including her jewelry, to keep
from starving.
"So I asked her, how did it feel when
she saw the American soldiers coming,
and she said, almost in tears, 'I wanted to
give them gifts:"
Fancher was deeply moved - both by
the woman's heartfelt sentiments, and by
the precious, almost epiphanic moment
when the cultural and language barrier
was crossed.
And so, she sums it all up, "I have a
strong feeling- about off-campus study.
You can study it all in the books, but it's
not the same thing you see when you get
there:'
J
4Gringos go
forth.
t's been a long day, and
Lori Ann Price is seeking a
change in scenery as she
walks through the poor
hamlet of Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. It is 10 p.m.;
the night air is crisp. Lori starts into the
town's little park, and walks across the
patchy grass. Suddenly she almost
stumbles over a pile of children lying on
the ground, tightly pressed together and
covered with cardboard, trying to sleep in
the cold.
She has seen poverty almost
everywhere in Central America, but this
strikes deep. "I desperately wished I had a
coat or somethig to give them. Itmade me
feel so helpless to see kids with nothing ...
there are so many of them:' She recalls the
scene with real horror. The children
changed her. "So many children ... what
kind of future do they have?"
Itwas a soberlessonleal;D'tlJ not only b.y
Lori, but by 25 students who spent three
months studying, touring and working in
Central America in the winter and spring
of 1981.
One of the leaders of the program,
JoAnn Atwell·Scrivner, instructor of
physical education at Whitworth, says,
"You can't go there and come back with
the same values you had going in. You
can't have the same ideas of comfort and
the middle-class American idea about
needs:'
Students (and instructors] who return
tend to simplify their lives, seeing so
much waste around them. They tend to
involve themselves in more direct forms
of ministry - in Amnesty International,
for instance, or in the Peace Corps. Alum-
ni sometimes return to Central America to
serve permanently.
During the trip, Lori had a chance to
help, however little. Like the other
students, she was sent with one other stu-
dent to a small town in rural Honduras for
a month of volunteer service. Some
students built goat houses. Others taught
children. Lori, along with Lorraine
Hungate, set up a pre-SChool in Cayanini.
Lori lived with a family, "in a lovely
suburban one-room shack, complete with
all the modern conveniences: dirt floors,
no electricity, no outhouse, three beds,
seven children, two adults and a dog:'
Later Lori kept books for a new church
in Tegucigalpa. There she lived alone. She
shopped for food at the market, struggling
with her Spanish, enduring the occasional
laughter at her "gringo" looks, fighting
loneliness, coping with life in a totally
foreign world, without even the compa-
nionship of another American.
She found it difficult. But the ex-
perience helped her understand what
Whitworth College Chaplain Dr. Ronald
Frase says is "the future - because that's
what the rest of the 20th Century will be
for America - dealing with the Third
World:'
Yet instead of despairing, Lori says, "I
came closer to God. I kept thinking: The
people are so religious down here. Yet
they emphasize the suffering. In America
we put so much emphasis on Easter, as a
day of joy. Down here they emphasize
Good Friday, the suffering of it. It made
me see some of the suffering of Christiani-
ty - that it is important to realize Christ
died for us as well as that He was resur-
rected. I guess that part also emphasized
how much I need God in my life. The only
way we can change conditions down
there is as Christians:'
Dr. Frase, one of the organizers of the
Central America program, makes the
same point. "If we take the gospel serious-
ly, the whole issue of oppression, hunger
and poverty is very much what you read
in the Psalms over and over again. We
read the Bible in a triumphant point of
. . tlJ=i-WI~ -
written for often persecuted people-
the Jews in the Old
Testament, the Christians
in the New:'
"I
desperately
wisl\ed I
had a coat
or something
to give
them It
made me
feel so
hel~lessto
see kids
with
nothing ...
there are so
manvof
them'!'
Lori also found herself newly awakened
to the importance and the impact of the
foreign policy of the United States, whose
wealth and sway dominates so much of
the Western world. Frankly, she said, "It
makes me feel ashamed. Down there the
natives lumped us with what our govern-
ment is doing - and it made us feel
responsible, and ashamed:'
While the group of students learned
from all points of view in the agonizing
struggle in Central America between
forces of the far right and left, most
students felt that the natives - so poor
and powerless - were not being helped
by United States global politics and
strategy.
Still, when Lori returned to America,
she thought to herself, "Thank God I live
here:' But she also knew, as Dr. Frase puts
it, that she was no longer innocent; noW
she knows what Central America is going
through.
"Now I want to change the things ./
I'm ashamed of:' she sayY
softly.
Keyboards and
computers in
Conventry
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ourists, seeming so tiny
beneath the cathedral's
vaulting roof 80 feet
overhead, whisper as they
softly tread the cool mar-
ble tiles. Whitworth
Junior Lori Lamrna steps past them and
starts across the board floor. Does anyone
notice her? She's never been out of the
Northwest before, and now she's to give a
noon recital at world-famous Coventry
Cathedral, Coventry, England. She con-
tinues on, then enters the tunnel to the
organ. The door sticks a little. Above her
four tiers of great gleaming brass pipes
reach 70 feet. Some are slender as bamboo
shoots. Some, big as cannons.
Lori sits before a console that could fly a
Boeing 747: four levels of keyboards,
banking left and right. Seventy-three
speaking steps, 32 pedals beneath. She
spreads the music before her. It rustles
against the stand. Meanwhile the organ
waits, challenging, overwhelming, the
heart and voice of a church whose history
is old as Beowulf. Can this young Conrad,
Montana, native master the great instru-
ment? Lori takes a breath and stretches
her hands out over the keys, pausing a
second. Then, in her words, "joy
overflows:' Her fingertouch launches
"Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit" by J.S.
Bach across the vast cathedral's half
million cubic feet of air.
Musing
masterworks
on the
'uterary loop'
Lori Lamrna will never be quite the
same again.
In another part of the city, Debbie
Crouse is thinking about her independent
study thesis. Debbie, a member of the
class of 1980 has traveled. She's lived all
over the United States. But even for her
this is unusual. The staff of Coventry'
Cathedral is involved in what it sees as an
industrial ministry, and so Debbie, in con-
cert with the Britons, is studying the
effects of the micro
computer chip
on traditional
Protestant
work
She's never
been out of
the Northwest
before, and
now she's to
give a noon
recital at
world·famous
Coven~
Cathedral ..
ethics. She's convinced technology will
forever alter our work. For good or bad?
It's not yet clear.
Thinking about her work, she sets out
for a long walk. After starting down Priory
Row road, a cobblestone lane near the
Cathedral, she thoughtfully walks out
from the city and toward the country.
Soon she's surrounded by rolling
grassfields of intense, lush, green
bordered by thick dark hedges. Around a
bend she sees a cluster of Tudor buildings,
their structural beams dark brown against
a whitewashed background. Their neat
straw roofs look completely natural. She
stops and stares at the scene in wonder. A
tingling feeling comes over her and then it
suddenly hits her: "I'm in England!"
It can be as quick as that.
Beatrix Potter's house at Hilltop. Read
Wordsworth's "Lines Written a Few
Miles Above Tintern Abbey" a few miles
above Tintern Abbey.
Other stops: Milton's cottage at Chal-
font St. Giles, where the blind poet finish-
ed Paradise Lost. The ceilings are 5 feet 10
inches high, and the peat-burning fire-
place is a walk-in. (Did he?) Read "Elegy
Written in a Country Churchyard" in a
country churchyard at Stoke Poges. Near-
by touch the planking of a barn made
from the Mayflower. Visit the houses of
Johnson and Keats, then bus off to Canter-
bury. Watch workers excavate King
Arthur's Castle, keeping an eye out for
swords stuck in rocks.
"It's too simple:' says study tour leader
Dr. Dean Ebner, professor of English at
Whitworth, "but sometimes I think the
English authors were essentially just
writing up their place. Youpick up words
and lines that otherwise you'd miss. In
masterwork after masterwork, about a
third - in some, even two-thirds - is
about place:'
Cheer up, old grads. The British Isles
program, is a new one, (the Third one is in
1984) and Ebner is interested in "involv-
ing alumni more and more:'
Following the "loop:' students study
Christianity in the United Kingdom with
Dr. Roger Mohrlang for a month, then
British history with Dr. Bruce Murphy.
/
II you former English
majors, you writers, and
plain readers, prepare
to drool. Here is the first
section of the British
Isles course, called the
"Literary Loop:'
It begins in September, 1981. Motorbus watch
to Oxford by way of Bedford, home of workers
John Bunyan, author of Pilgrim's Progress. excavate
At Oxford study C.S. Lewis. Then, on to
Stratford, home of Shakespeare, and a ArtKin~.-,S
visit to the same grammar school that In....
_ taught the late Bard his ABCs and- the castle
history of England and Rome. The school '
still functions; children sit at desks that keeping an
are centuries old. Lessons are on the eye our for
blackboard. Next stop, the Royal swords
Shakespeare Theatre for a play. Later,
learn that the Forest of Arden, so promi- stuck in
nent in "As You Like It:' really exists, rocks.
behind Shakespeare's mother's home.
Early October: Hawthorn on the
Yorkshire moors, where the
Bronte Parsonage still stands.
IDo the departed wonder even
yet whether the Bronte Sisters
_ will make suitable matches?) Tour
the Top Withins Farm, unchanged
(except, perhaps, for telephone poles
to quicken match-making] since Emily
wrote Wuthering Heights. Then read
Wordsworth's poetry in the Lake District
and Dove Cottage, with a side trip to
r-:
-have something to share' with
young dancers:'
At Whitworth she hopes to
develop cooperative ventures with
the local symphony, and win
theatre and dance programs. She
plans to build working relationships
with professional ballet companies
to which she could send
outstanding students, thereby
helping integrate academic and-..I!JI..... p~rllio.felllls.sllllio.na.1dance communities.
• "Dance is the last of
the arts to get its act together" in
terms of eliminating internal
antagonisms and working together
for its general advancement, said
Rogers. "Dancers have been busy
protecting their little turfdoms,
with the result that the educational
and artistic communities within
dance are sometimes at
loggerheads.
"We all need to put our shoulder
to the wheel. The important thing
is to improve the quality of dance
in Spokane; that's the bottom line:'
Rita's involvement with dance
was limited largely to the west
coast before she married and
"discovered the world" in 1975.
She went along while her husband
crisscrossed the country to set up
the Kennedy Center's Alliance for
Arts Education, and she studied
and taught wherever they went -
Philadelphia, Washington, D.C.,
New York, New Orleans, Denver,
Salt Lake City.
"The pace of the first year nearly
killed me:' she now admits with a
smile. "So did returning to work as
a student. 1 had to lie about my age
and say 1was 30 (she is 42) to get
into the Washington School, and
when you're a student, there are no
special favors for age or anything
else. But 1 wanted to be current
and the opportunities were there:'
The excitement of her association
with eminent people did not
diminish with time. She recalls
having asked Baryshnikov for his
autograph: "Buck couldn't believe 1
did that; we saw him fairly often.
But Baryshnikov laughed and said
'certainly' and now it is a cherished
possession:'
"1 was thrown into a totally
different society:' she mused. "1
became humble in the company of
such great people. They contribute
so much to the arts. 1 feel 1 grew as I
6
By Katherine Kennedy
be first time
Rita Rogers
met Mikhail
Baryshnikov,
they were seated
next to each other
at a dinner. "What
do you say after you say
hello?" she agonized at the
time. "It was all 1could do
just to compose myself:'
But eventually she was watching
the great Russian dancer rehearse
with the American Theatre Ballet,
and discussing ballet theory with
him. "1 was able to share some of
his spontaneous genius as a
choreographer and a director:' says
Rogers who just returned to
Spokane to teach dance at
Whitworth College.
"Still;' she confesses, "I am
overwhelmed by him as a person
and a dancer: I
Baryshnikov is not the only giant
of the dance world Rita has met
during the last six years. She was
also George Balanchine's guest at
the Saratoga opening of the New
York City Ballet's new works, and
has visited every major ballet
company in the United States.
So why has Rogers, who taught
dance in Spokane for nearly 18
years, come back to the "minor"
league?
''If you have something to
contribute to life, you ought to
contribute instead of take:' says
Rita, a native of Cheney, who met
many prominent art patrons
through her husband Forbes
("Buck") Rogers, former executive
director of the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in
Washington, D.C. "Now 1 feel 1
RITAROGERS:
A TURNING POINT IN SPOKANE
a person:'
Her personal growth, however,
did not come without risk as she
pursued a long-standing interest in
equestrianism. Buck bought her a
thoroughbred mare, and Rita began
taking riding lessons. Eventually
she studied dressage - "the dance
of the horse world" - from several
teachers, including members and
the coach of the U.S. Olympic
Team.
But while in training about two
years ago, she fell and her horse
rolled over her. She suffered a
concussion, head cut, dislocated
shoulder and multiple-fractures in
her arm. Her left side was
paralyzed for 15 days. "The doctor
said that if Ihadn't been so well-
muscled and physically fit, 1could
have broken my neck'.' Yet within
two months she was back on a
horse. "1 have self-discipline inside;
1wanted to get on with it:'
The accident reduced the
extension in Rita's left leg, but
"even to dance again was so
wonderful'.'
continued on page 9
Rita Rogers: continued from page 8
Dancing itself is not an easy
profession, she said. "Dancers
today are pushed so hard at the
beginning that they may bum out
early in their 20's. It used to be that
a prima ballerina would peak at age
28 or 30, then enjoy eight years
before retiring:'
Rita's 17-year-old daughter Gigi
has danced with the Washington,
D.C. Dance Company, but doesn't
want to make a career of
performing. "It is too hard, and she
enjoys many other things in life. I
don't push her if the desire isn't
there; I know the toll it takes on
your life:'
"But when you have the rare
student, she is like a rare bird, and
she will have a drive so intense that
she will find the world of dance
and be discovered:'
When Rita began dancing at age
eight, "a lot of people felt dancing
should be part of a young person's
life, to help develop poise and
charm and the gracious manner.
But you were expected to outgrow
it, and my parents didn't
understand when that didn't
happen:'
At their urging, Rita attended
Eastern Washington University for
three years in its elementary
education program. Finally a
professor told her she belonged in
dance, not in the elementary
classroom, and she quit to become
a teacher at the Spokane Fine Arts
Academy, a dancer and board
member for the Spokane Ballet
Society, and an advisor for the
government-funded Cultural
Enrichment Program in Seattle. She
chose to focus on teaching rather
than performing.
From 1968 to 1972 she was
assistant director of an innovative
arts program at Lakeland Village
home for the mentally retarded,
where the severely handicapped
were involved in art, music and
dance. However, funding was
short-lived.
In the fall of 1972 she became
Dr. Philip Eaton is associate
professor of English. He holds a
B.A. from Whitworth, and M.A.
and Ph.D. from Arizona State
University. He is a Danforth
Associate, and recently received a
grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities for
poetry study. His poems have been
published in Willow Springs, Poetry
Now, Wann Wind and Poet and
Critic.
Whitworth's dance director, and
taught and developed courses.
During her tenure the program
grew dramatically; at one time
there were 30 male dancers
participating, "a teacher's dream:'
Rita met Buck in 1974, when he
was in town backgrounding the
\
\
national' 'Arts for the
Handicapped" committee. They
were married the next year, and
began their travels with a trip to an
international conference on arts
-cducation in Bucharest.
"I studied more in the last six
years than in the past 20:' said Rita,
adding that she has also had more
opportunities to dance. One such
chance arose in the Alliance for
Arts Education film, "Something
Special:' in which she was cast as a
dance teacher.
With her vitality, skill - and her
recent experience with the finest
talents in ballet - she will be
someone special in Spokane's
dancing world.
7
Wen members of the class of 1981 asked him to read a poem for theirbaccalaureate service, Philip Eaton agreed, with reservations. Anexperienced (and published) poet, he knew only too well that the words
might not come.
"But I began to hear in my head rhythms of a conversation between me and
some of you I have come to know well over these years;' he told the class in his
introduction.
"The poem expresses for me, as I hope it does for you, something of this
complex, difficult, wonderful experience we call Whitworth:'
And then he read his poem:
8- (I' ~ , •,- -c. ~;:.
t
Lindaman Seminar
Center makes fall
debut
After three years of planning and
renovation, the Edward B.
Lindaman Seminar Center will
open in October in a role radically
different from its old one as the
Music Building,
Now, the center will help adults
and business professionals sharpen
vital skills and increase their
knowledge, An advanced two-way
cable television hookup even
allows the seminar center to
participate in - not just watch -
live televised meetings or classes
anywhere in the country,
The renovation of the building
was made possible by a grant of
$600,000 from the MJ Murdock
Charitable Trust in 1980, The trust,
created by the will of MJ "Jack
Murdock - the co-founder of
Tektronix, Inc" of Oregon - seeks
to help solve problems in society,
Educators, for instance, worry
about a lack of economics and
business training among
elementary and secondary school
teachers, who as a result have
difficulty preparing their students
for the business world,
Whitworth's privately funded
Center for Economic Education,
already functioning, soon will
move into the Lindaman Seminar
Center, William Yager, director of
the program and assistant professor
of business and economics, said
300 Spokane area teachers already
have participated in the business
and economics program, but the
new building's advanced features
will make learning more effective,
The center will also house a
circulating library for teachers to
use in teaching their own
economics classes,
Yager also plans to help managers
- of which there are 7,000 to
10,000 men and women in the
Spokane area - to improve their
professional skills, "I want to give
current managers a chance for a
tune-up and an updating in the
things they learned in college, ' ,
often it's not until they are working
that most managers discover what
it is they need to know:'
Gayla Riggs, associate director of
Continuing Studies, said the
seminar center will allow
everything from special
"enrichment" programs open to the
public - such as the current
Women in Transition - to sessions
designed for specific organizations
or professions - for instance, a
conference scheduled for the
Inland Empire Development
Council,
She said the seminar center has
several advantages most conference
facilities lack: It is close to Leavitt
Dining Hall; has a room large
_ enough for 150 persons yet can
divide into smaller parts, and it is
located "in a retreat type of
atmosphere, We can offer quiet and
trees and a lovely relaxing setting
you don't get downtown:'
The two-story brick-faced
building dates from World War II.
Its lower floor houses Whitworth's
social science division, while the
upper floor is devoted to seminars
and conferences,
The center will be dedicated in
October in honor of Dr. Edward B,
Lindaman, president emeritus.
J
Douglas Clegg
Named Director of
Church Relations
Douglas G, Clegg, former pastor
of Lidgerwood Presbyterian Church
in Spokane, became director of
church relations at hitw on
July 16.
Clegg, a graduate of Whitworth
in 1963, and of the Fuller
Theological Seminary in 1967, has
served five different Presbyterian
churches in his career. He was
interim pastor at the Clallam Bay,
Washington Presbyterian Church
for eight months, and assistant and
then associate pastor at the Rose
Hill Presbyterian Church in
Kirkland, Washington, over a
period spanning ten years. He went
to Lidgerwood Church in 1977.
The 42-year-old pastor is the
chairman of Proclaim Liberty in the
Presbytery of the Inland Empire.
Prior to moving to Spokane, Clegg
was the coordinator of the
Evergreen Hospital Chaplaincy
Program of Kirkland. He has also
served in programs for education,
communication and ministerial
relations in the Seattle Presbytery.
Clegg and his wife, Sharon
(Hottle), '63, have four children.
Matheny is new
vice-president
After leading the Whitworth
Foundation to a portfolio of almost
$10 million, Richard E. Matheny
was appointed vice president for
development July 1.
He replaced Joseph P. H. Black,
who left Whitworth to attend
Gonzaga Law School.
Matheny, who was head of the
foundation for four years, is a
graduate of Washington State
University, and holds a master's
degree from the University of
Southern California.
Prior to corning to Whitworth,
Matheny was executive director of
the Los Angeles based American
Right of Way Association, an
international non-profit association
for real estate agents. He is a co-
founder of the Inland Empire
Development Council and a past
director of the Spokane Christian
Coalition.
Alumni
ambassador
director named
Ellen Ericson Kupp, a 1979
graduate of Whitworth, has been
named admissions counselor at the
college. She will also be coordinator
of the alumni admissions
ambassador program,
Prior to joining Whitworth, Kupp
worked in several law offices in
Spokane, and during one six-month
period, supported herself as a
potter in Canada,
She also studied at Capernwray
Bible School in southern Sweden
and worked with several churches
in that country.
Kay Brown resigns
as alumni direcfor
After serving four years as
director of alumni relations at
Whitworth College, Raymond Kay
Brown has been called to return to
the pastorate. He will leave
Whitworth October 31 to become
associate pastor of Millwood
Presbyterian Church in Spokane
Valley.
Brown graduated from
Whitworth in 1958. He received a
bachelor of divinity and doctorate
of divinity from the San Francisco
Theological Seminary. Prior to
joining the administration at
Whitworth, he was pastor of
Skyline Presbyterian Church in
Tacoma for six years. He has been
in the pastorate for 15 years.
"Recently I have become aware
of some very strong inner urgings
to move back toward the
pastorate:' Brown said. "Through a
considerable amount of
conversation, prayer and reflection,
I have come to the conclusion that
this is where the Lord intends for
me to be:'
Nonetheless, Brown added, he
has "deeply appreciated working
for the college:'
He is the author of the book
Reach Out to Singles: A Challenge to
the Church, published by
Westminister Press.
He leaves a strong alumni
program. Brown noted that "The
Alumni Council is able and
respected. The program has good
credibility among our alumni, and
alumni support is growing:' Alumni
giving in 1980-81 set a record high
with a total of $131,314, $85,550 of
that undesignated.
"Whitworth will continue to
offer the best in the challenges of
faith and academics under the
leadership of [President] Bob
Mounce and a capable faculty and
administration:' he said.
Payne Hunt
FACULTY FOCUS
.Three educators, two with
doctoral degrees, have been
appointed for the 1981-82 academic
year. Among them is 1962
Whitworth graduate Dr. Rod
Hansen, the new associate
mathematics professor. He replaces
Dr. John Vander Beek. Hansen
received his master's degree from
the University of Washington and
his Ph.D. from Washington State
University. Prior to his
appointment at Whitworth, he was
associate professor at Montana
State University.
.Also named to the faculty is
William H. Payne, assistant
business professor. Payne comes to
Whitworth from the firm of
Deloitte Haskins & Sells in
Spokane, where he was a senior tax
specialist. He received a master's
degree in taxation from the
University of Denver, and a
master's in business administration
from the University of Montana.
.Dr. Frederic C. Bohm III is the
new assistant professor of history.
He earned both his master's and
doctoral degrees at Washington
State University, and attended the
University of North Dakota. In
1977 he presented a paper at the
Northwest regional convention of
Phi Alpha Theta, the international
history honor society. A
commissioned officer when he was
with the Navy in 1968-1971, Bohm
is a graduate of both the Officer
Candidate School in Newport, R.I.,
and the U.S. Navy Supply Corps
School in Athens, Georgia.
.Dr. Jim Hunt, associate
professor of history and political
studies, spent part of last summer
at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, in a seminar on
"Autobiography: A Trans-
disciplinary Approach:' given under
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. The seminar was led
by a nationally known expert on
autobiography, James Olney. Hunt
is researching the life of 19th
century black abolitionist Frederick
Douglass, and he is a special
consultant under a federal research
grant to Washington State
University to study the Libby
photographic collection
documenting Spokane's early years.
.1\vo members of the English
faculty spent two weeks in
seminars at Startford University last
summer in that university's Faculty
Renewal program. Dr. Laura
Bloxham and Leonard Oakland
Studied the Bloomsbury Groups
and literary criticism. Oakland,
before leaving campus for Startford,
was selected as "most influential
professor" by the graduating class
of 1981, and delivered the
commencement benediction. He
also received, along with Eunice
Johnston, who teaches English as
a second language, an award for
"outstanding service to students:'
The awards were given by the
Cosmopolitan Club [foreign
students.)
.Physical Education professor Dr.
Ross Cutter was one of five
educators in the nation to help
administer the NAIA national
tennis tournament in Kansas City
in late May. It is the 12th year
Cutter has participated in the
tournament, which is the largest
intercollegiate tennis competition in
Marion Jenkins
life ended
Dr. Marion R. Jenkins, whose
career at Whitworth spanned 34
years, died August 7 in Portland,
Oregon, at the age of 85. Miss
Jenkins began her career as dean of
women in 1931, three years before
she received her bachelor of arts
degree from Whitworth. She retired
in 1965 and was awarded an
honorary doctor of humane letters
degree in recognition of her long
and unselfish service to the college.
That same year she was given the
Distinguished Service Award by the
Alumni Association.
Miss Jenkins received her
master's degree from New York
University and did graduate work
at San Jose State University, the
9
Cutter
the world.
.Walter B. (Spike) Grosvenor,
associate professor of fme arts, will
be Whitworth's soccer coach this
year. He is assisted by Jeff
Heimbigner.
.Dean of the Graduate School Dr.
Herbert K. Heger co-chaired the
spring 1981 conference of the
Higher Education Renewal
Organization Northwest IHERONJ.
HERON works in faculty
development at higher education
institutions in Washington, Oregon
and Idaho. Assistant Education
Professor Dr. Paul T. Jackson was
respondent at the conference to the
keynote address presented by Dr.
Edward B. Lindaman.
.Professor of English Dr. Dean
Ebner has been elected president
of the faculty executive committee.
Other new officers: social sciences
chair Dr. Thomas G.
Kirkpatrick; humanities and fine
arts chair Pauline D. Haas;
natural sciences chair Dr. Howard
R. Gage; and secretary Diana
Marks.
.Associate Professor of
Chemistry/Nutrition Isla Rhodes
has been named president of the
Washington Home Economics
Association, one of the largest
professional organizations in the
nation. She is traveling to
Washington, D.C. for special
training this fall, and next spring
she will travel to Columbus, Ohio,
for a national meeting.
Correction:
The June 1981 issue of Today
reported Dr. William A. Kline
resigned. He did not.
University of California at Berkeley
and Biblical Seminary, New York.
During a 1955 sabbatical, .she was a
faculty member of the Beirut
College for Women in Lebanon. In
1964 she was one of only seven
women to be delegates to the
World Presbyterian Alliance in
Frankfurt, West Germany.
At her request, memorial gifts are
being placed in the Whitworth
Alumni Scholarship Fund.
10-
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1941 Gathering for the 1941 Class reunion lunch during A1unmi Weekend were
the foHowing persons. Front Row: Dougald Robinson, Eleanor Barrow Chase, Faye
Duff Luck, Betty Messex, Mary Trevitt Robinson {'39}.Back Row: Harold Luck,
John Roth {'4O},MaJjorie Roth, Gladys Hawley Rosenquist ('42),Werner
Rosenquist ('40), A1dena Lauten ('40), and Jim Chase.
Ranko Iwamoto:
an International Success Story
When Ranko Iwamoto emigrated
to the United States in 1956, she
had only $30 in her pocket.
Now she is editor and publisher
of the New York-based quarterly,
"U.S,-Japan/Japan-U.S. News
Views," and president of her own
public relations firm, Ranko
InternationaL
The 1960Whitworth graduate's
career has been so successful she
was featured in the January, 1981,
issue of "Travail:' Japan's leading
weekly women's magazine.
After leaving Whitworth,
Iwamoto received her master's
degree in journalism from Boston
University, and immediately went
to work in public relations for the
New York World's Fair, and then
other projects, After 14 years in the
field, she founded Ranko
International in 1978.
As a result of her experiences,
Iwamoto is deeply interested in
improving communication between
America and Japan, two friendly
---
but competitive countries whose
different styles sometimes block
understanding. In a recent article in
"The Japan Times:' for example,
she noted Americans use a direct
style of speaking that descends
from the frontier days when
frankness was valued. Japanese, in
comparison, were "shaped by
experiences in the overcrowded,
'have-not' part of the world where
diplomacy is a must for
maintenance of peace among
family or corporate members, land
wherej a 'direct' style is often '
considered thoughtlessness, as it
sometimes disregards the feelings
of others:'
Yet beneath these differences lies
a fundamental similarity that
should not be forgotten, Iwamoto
wrote. Both peoples like to work
hard, and are accomplishment
oriented, she said, and together
should help advance the free
world,
Teeter Awarded
Honorary Degree
Dorathea Teeter, for 30 years a
missionary in the war-tom Middle
East, was awarded an honorary
doctor of humane letters degree by
Whitworth on August 23 at First
Presbyterian Church, Spokane.
Miss Teeter grew up in
Wenatchee, Washington, and
graduated from Whitworth in 1941.
She earned a master of arts degree
from New York University and a
master of religious education from
Biblical Seminary of New York
prior to her Middle East
appointment by the United
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Since 1951 she has worked as a
consultant to the national Synod of
Syria and Lebanon, specializing in
Christian children's education. She
helps expand church school, offers
guidance to teachers, plans
workshops and conferences, and
deVelop'!CUrriculummaterials in
Arabic.
In a recent letter from Beirut,
Miss Teeter relates the evidence of
political upheaval during a typical
service:
"Anti-aircraft guns punctuated
the singing but the choir never
faltered. A few eyebrows raised
in question, but the church
service went on uninterrupted.
We sang about the love of God
to us and our love to others. This
happened in Sidon this morning.
"The situation frustrates us,
yet does not mean the church
has given up its life and work.
My calm was jolted a few days
ago when I walked past the
embassy adjacent to our
Presbyterian offices to find
laborers setting up six to eight
feet high wiring around the
embassy ... but the terrorist threat
does not exist only here... "
While on furlough, Miss Teeter
spoke extensively to churches
throughout the Pacific Northwest,
then returned to Beirut for one
more year before retirement.
"She has stayed on with shells
fa1lingall around her in Beirut,"
says a close friend. "She risks her
life every day in pursuit of her
responsibilities, believing God has
called her to His work there;' says
another. "She is the bravest woman
I have ever known:'
1961 Alumni returning for the 1961 Class reunion were: Arlene Belknap Toole,
Bev Anderson Washburn, Tom Black, Cliff Whitlow, Mary Homing Whitlow, Dave
Morley, Mary Stoddard Morley, Karen Stonehocker Lutz, Anne Murray Lenkert,
Sharon Neckanicky vanEaton ('60),Jack A1zina ('60), Linda Moore A1zina, and
Tammy Abel Reid,
g:: following honor roll of donors represents the foundation
upon which Whitworth College builds its programs and fulfills its mission.
Every faithful supporter, alumnus, alumna, friend, church and business
has played an essential role in providing a Whitworth education for the
~ over 1700 young men and women who study there.
If your name is listed here, you have both our thanks and our
congratulations. We appreciate your importance in this worthwhile
effort. You have chosen wisely.
-
These lists were correct as of press time, but may not reflect gifts
received during the most recent few weehs. If you wish to correct any
inaccuracy, please direct your information to Financial Records
Manager, Office of Development, Whitworth College, Spokane, WA,
99251.
-'
Synod of Alaska-
Northwest '80-'81
Presbytery of Alaska
Chapel-By-The-Lake Church, Auke Bay, AK
Presbytery of Central Washington
First Presbyterian, Cashmere, WA
Eastmcnt Presbyterian, East Wenatchee, WA
First Presbyterian, Ellensburg, WA
Ephrata Presbyterian, Ephrata, WA
Bethany Presbyterian, Grandview, WA
First Presbyterian, Kennewick, WA
Moses Lake Presbyterian, Moses Lake, WA
First Presbyterian, Okanogan, WA
First Presbyterian, Omak, WA
Othello Presbyterian, Othello, WA
Pasco Presbyterian, Pasco, WA
First Presbyterian, Prescott, WA
Prosser Presbyterian, Prosser, WA
First Presbyterian, Quincy, WA
Central United Presbyterian, Richland, WA
West Side United Protestant, Richland, WA
Mount Pisgah Presbyterian, Roslyn, WA
First Presbyterian, Tieton, WA
Waitsburg Presbyterian, Waitsburg, WA
First Presbyterian, Walla Walla, WA
Community Presbyterian. Wapato, WA
Parker Heights Presbyterian, Wapato, WA
Federated Presbyterian, Waterville, WA
First Presbyterian, Wenatchee, WA
Bethany United Protestant, West Richland, WA
First Presbyterian, Yakima. WA
Westminster Presbyterian. Yakima, WA
Presbytery of the Inland Empire
First Presbyterian, Kooskia. ID
Congregational Presbyterian Federated. Lewiston.
ID
Community Presbyterian, Post Falls, In
First Presbyterian. Sandpoint, ID
Clarkston Presbyterian, Clarkston. WA
First Presbyterian. Davenport, WA
First Presbyterian. Fairfield, WA
Community Presbyterian, Oakesdale. WA
Opportunity Presbyterian. Opportunity, WA
Bethany Presbyterian, Spokane. WA
Emmanuel Presbyterian. Spokane, WA
First Presbyterian. Spokane. WA
Manito Presbyterian, Spokane. WA
Millwood Presbyterian, Spokane, WA
Mission Avenue Presbyterian, Spokane, WA
Northwood Presbyterian. Spokane, WA
~hitwo~ C.?mr,nunity Pr~~.bY:t~rian. S.~.kane, WA
Presbytery of North Puget Sound
Birchwood Presbyterian. Bellingham. WA
First Presbyterian. Bellingham, WA
St. James Presbyterian, Bellingham. WA
Clallam Bay Presbyterian, Clallam Bay. WA
United Presbyterian, Edmonds, WA
First Presbyterian. Everett, WA
Friday Harbor Presbyterian. Friday Harbor, WA
Mount Vernon United Presbyterian. Mount Vernon,
WA
Terrace View Presbyterian. Mountlake Terrace, WA
Whidbey United Presbyterian, Oak Harbor. WA
Calvin Presbyterian. Richmond Beach. WA
Lake Forest Park Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
Sequim Presbyterian, Sequim, WA
First Presbyterian. Snohomish, WA
Cottage Lake Presbyterian. Woodinville, WA
Synod of Mid-
America
Mount View Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
New Hope United Presbyterian. Seattle, WA
Northminster Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
Ravenna Boulevard Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
Southminster Presbyterian, Seattle. wA
University Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
Wedgewood Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
West Side Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
Foster Presbyterian, 'tukwila, WA
Colonial Presbyterian, Kansas City.MO
Synod of the
PacificPresbytery of the YukonFirst Presbyterian, Anchorage, AI{
University Community Presbyterian, College, AK
Delta-Junction Presbyterian. Delta-Junction. AI{
First Presbyterian. Fairbanks, AK
Cannel Presbyterian. Carmel, CA
First Presbyterian, Concord, CA
Community P-resbyterian, Danville, CA
Davis Presbyterian, Davis. CA
Centerville. Presbyterian. Fremont. CA
Community Presbyterian. Gonzales, CA
First Presbyterian. Hayward, CA
Lafayette-Qrinda Presbyterian, Lafayette, CA
Union Presbyterian. Los Altos. CA
Menlo Park Presbyterian, Menlo Park. CA
Central Presbyterian, Merced. CA
Novato Presbyterian, Novato. CA
Park Boulevard, Oakland, CA
Presbyterian Church of Red Bluff, Red Bluff, CA
First Presbyterian, Roseville, CA
Fremont Presbyterian. Sacramento, CA
First United, San Mateo, CA
West Valley. San Jose, CA
The Church of the Roses, Santa Rosa, CA
Westhope Presbyterian. Saratoga. CA
Sunnyvale Presbyterian, Sunnyvale, CA
First Presbyterian. Ukiah, CA
First Presbyterian, Oregon City. OR
Calvary Presbyterian. Portland, OR
Moreland Presbyterian. Portland. OR
Mount Tabor Presbyterian, Portland. OR
Valley Community, Portland, OR
Columbia Presbyterian, Vancouver, WA
First Presbyterian, Vancouver. WA
Piedmont Synod
The Fourth Presbyterian, Washington, D.C.Presbytery of Olympia
First Presbyterian. Centralia. WA
Westminster Presbyterian, Chehalis. WA
Chapel Hill United Presbyterian, Gig Harbor, WA
Westminster Presbyterian. Olympia. WA
Packwood Presbyterian, Packwood. WA
First United Presbyterian. Puyallup, WA
Ocean Beach United Presbyterian, Seaview. WA
First Presbyterian, Sumner, WA
Calvary Presbyterian, Tacoma, WA
First Presbyterian, Tacoma, WA
Lakewood Presbyterian, Tacoma, WA
Marine View Presbyterian. Tacoma. WA
University Place Presbyterian, Tacoma, WA
First Presbyterian, Toledo. WA
First Presbyterian, Woodland, WA
Presbytery of Seattle
First Presbyterian, Bellevue, WA
Newport Presbyterian. Bellevue, WA
Overlake Park Presbyterian. Bellevue. WA
Inglewood Presbyterian, Bothell, WA
Calvary Presbyterian, Enumclaw. WA
Steel Lake Presbyterian, Federal Way, WA
Pine Lake Presbyterian, Issaquah, WA
Mercer Island Presbyterian, Mercer Island, WA
First Presbyterian. Renton. WA
First Presbyterian, Rolling Bay. WA
Bethany Presbyterian. Seattle, WA
Bethel Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
Central Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
First Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
,Japanese Presbyterian. Seattle. WA
John Knox Presbyterian, Seattle, WA
Lake Burien Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
Lake City Presbyterian. Seattle, WA
Magnolia Presbyterian, Seattle. WA
Mount Baker Park Presbyterian. Seattle, WA
Rocky Mountain
Synod
First Presbyterian. Boulder. CO
First Presbyterian, Colorado Springs, CO
Bear Creek Presbyterian, Denver. CO
First Presbyterian, Conrad. MT
First Presbyterian, Cutbank. MT
First Presbyterian, Helena, MT
Southern
California Synod
Church of the Valley, Apple Valley. CA
Fallbrook Presbyterian. Fallbrook, CA
La Canada Presbyterian, La Canada. CA
Community Presbyterian, Laguna Beach, CA
South Hollywood Presbyterian. Los Angeles, CA
Church of the Masters, Mission Viejo, CA
First Presbyterian, Newhall, CA
Trinity United Presbyterian. Santa Ana, CA
Emmanuel Presbyterian, Thousand Oaks, CA
First Presbyterian. Honolulu, HI
Synod of the
Southwest
Sy!!od of the Lakes
& Prairies
First Presbyterian. Wickenburg, AZ
Other
Oliver Presbyterian. Minneapolis. MN Plymouth Congregational. Colfax. WA
Congregational, Loon Lake, WA
Mead United Methodist. Mead, WA
Greenbluff United Methodist, Mead, WA
Mrs. Myrtle Enloe Allen
Allstate Foundation
American Sign and Indicator
Company
Dr. &. Mrs. Gilbert Ashor
Bechtel Foundation
Boeing Company
Mrs. Kathryn G. Call
Mr. &.Mrs. Richard L. Campbell
Carnation Company Foundation
B.J. Carney and Company
Central Pre-Mix Concrete
Company
Mr. &.Mrs. Robert M. Christiansen
Rev. &.Mrs. Richard B. Cole
Columbia Lighting
Comerco, Incorporated
Cominco American, Incorporated
Comstock Foundation
The Crescent
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert A. Dewey
Me. &. Mrs. Leslie E. Dobbins
Mr. &. Mrs. Ralph Eaton
Egtvedt Charitable Trust
Empire Lines
Ms. Elizabeth Esau Estate
Freda P. Fall Charitable Trust
Mr. &.Mrs. William C. Fix
Mr. &. Mrs. Louis A. Flora
Me. &. Mrs. Herbert M. Hamblen
Me. & Mrs. Ray W. Hart
Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Hatch
Shirley P. Homing
Mr. &. Mrs. Albert C. Howell
International Business Machines
Mr. &. Mrs. Albert James
Mr. &. Mrs. J. Scott Jensen
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Ina H. Johnston
Key Tronic Corporation
Rev. &.Mrs. Richard C. Kroeger
Mr. &. Mrs. Harold Landon
Mr. &. Mrs. Elmer C. Lindahl
Arthur and May Lowell Estate
Joseph Matsen Estate
Mr. &: Mrs. R. Bruce McCullough
Dr. &: Mrs. George L. McLarren
Mr. &: Mrs. Alexander Myers
Mr. &: Mrs. Richard A. Myers
Mr. &. Mrs. L. A. Myhre
Mr. &: Mrs. Dayne Nix
Northwestern Mutual Life
David &. Dorothy Pierce Trust
Mr. &: Mrs. Morris Plotkin
Mr. &.Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Alice E. Postell
Puget Sound Power &. Light
Dorothy Rademacher
R. B. Richardson
Dr. &. Mrs. William C. Richter
Mr. &. Mrs. John D. Robblee.
Mr. &. Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
Mr. &. Mrs. Werner Rosenquist
Safeco Corporation
Mr. &. Mrs. William E. Sander
Mr. &. Mrs. A. C. Schei
Hilda Schumacher Trust
.Mr. &. Mrs. John P. Scotford
Sears Roebuck Foundation
Seattle-First National Bank
Spokane Kiwanis Charities
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert G. Stevens
Mr. &. Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Mr. &. Mrs. Edward B. Unicume
Utter Cadillac
Mr. &: Mrs. Peter H. VanGorp
Drs. Robert &: Elizabeth Welty
Dr. &. Mrs. C. D. Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Company
Foundation
Tyrone W. Whitney Estate
Mr. &: Mrs. Humphrey Wilkinson
Mr. &: Mrs. Lawrence Worster
Mr. &: Mrs. William R. Yinger
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Mr. &: Mrs. Douglas C. Barlow
Bearing Supply and Parts
Company
Lowell C. Bradford Estate
Steven E. Brock
John L. Bronson
Mr. &: Mrs. Thoburn Brown
Dr. &. Mrs. F. Dale Bruner
Mr. &. Mrs. Alan F. Carter
Chevron Oil Company
Mr. &: Mrs. Ray K. Clizer
Dr. &. Mrs. Homer
Cunningham
Mrs. Margaret Dagefoerde
Dr. &. Mrs. Jess D. Daniels
Mr. &.Mrs. Donald E. Deibert
Dr. &. Mrs. Gary W. Demarest
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert A. Dunlap
Dr. James P. Evans
Mr. &.Mrs. Melvin K. Fariss
Gifford-Hill and Company,
Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Fred R. Glandon
Mr. &. Mrs. G. Michael Goins
Dr. & Mrs. Loren A. Gothberg
Mr. &. Mrs. Stanley M. Gwinn
Dr. &. Mrs. Garland Haas
Mr. &.Mrs. Harold W. Harding
Mr. &.Mrs. L. J. Harger
Harvey's Incorporated
Rev. &. Mrs. John F. Haugan
Ina L. Hawley
Hazen &. Jaeger
Dr. &. Mrs. Theodore D. Hegg
Mr. &. Mrs. Dan F. Hultgrenn
Johnston Foundation
Rev. &. Mrs. G. Loren Jones
Kershaws, Incorporated
Mr. &: Mrs. Benjamin T.
Lake, II
Aldena Lauten
Lincoln Mutual Savings
Dr. &.Mrs. E. B. Lindaman
Mr. &.Mrs. Louis S.
Livingston
Mr. &.Mrs. Kent H. Lupton
Dr. &.Mrs. Duwaine T.
Matthews
Mr. &. Mrs. M. Bruce
McCullough
Mr. &: Mrs. Randall C.
McGrady-Beach
Mr. & Mrs. R. G. Miller
Mr.....& Mrs. Haydn P. Morgan
Mr. &.Mrs. Fred W. Neale
Pacific First Federal Savings
& Loan
Dr. &: Mrs. William D.
Peterson
Mr. &. Mrs. Harold W. Pierre
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert S. Poplin
Power City Electric Company
Dr. &. Mrs. Ronald B. Rice
Dr. &. Mrs. Lee Rodkey
George A. Ross
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert E.
Rutherford
Mildred F. Smith Estate
Mr. &.Mrs. Arthur E. Symons
Dr. &: Mrs. Thomas T. Tavener
Dorothea Teeter
Mr. &. Mrs. William H.
Thwing
Mr. &: Mrs. Christopher L.
True
Mr. &. Mrs. Lee H. Walker
WalIace·Murray Foundation
Mr. &. Mrs. Charles M. Walsh
Washington Trust Bank
Luke Williams Family
Foundation
Frances}. Wfigbt
Michael E. Young
Airo-Drilling Company
American Sign &. Indicator
Company
Dr. Jean Anderson
Mr. &. Mrs. Philip E. Anderson
Dr. &.Mrs. Lewis F. Archer
Libby L. Avnet
Mr. &. Mrs. George R. Barnes, Jr.
Mr. &. Mrs. Roger Barth
Battelle Memorial Institute
Dr. Paul F. Benton
Rev. &. Mrs. Joseph P. H. Black
Mr. &. Mrs. Berg Borrevik
Mr. &. Mrs. Paul R. Brown
E. S. Burgan & Sons, Incorporated
Burlington Northern, Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert L. Campbell
Mr. &. Mrs. Donald Canha
Drs; Gordon &. Dorothy Cadson
Ben Cheney Foundation
Mr. &. Mrs. Glenn Clark
Cominco American
Commercial Creamery
Mrs. William H. Cowles
John Crofoot
Albert H. Culverwell
Custom Glass
Dr. & Mrs. A. Ross Cutter
Robert O. Dagefoerde
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert A. Dewey
Diamond Bowl, Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Digital Equipment Corporation
Mr. &: Mrs. Gary Dorris
Mike Duke
Mr. &.Mrs. David H. Eaton
Dr. &.Mrs. Philip W. Eaton
Mr. &.Mrs. Ralph Eaton
Timothy R. Eaton
Empire Lines
Evangel Book Center
Mr. &.Mrs. Martin B. Faber
Farm Credit Banks of Spokane
Mr. &. Mrs. Oscar Farnsworth
Mr. &. Mrs. Rolland Farnsworth
Joel E. Ferris Foundation
Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank
First Interstate Bank
Mr. &. Mrs. William C. Fix
Mr. &. Mrs. George C. Flanagan
Mrs. Morris Forry
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert L. Foster
Takako Fukumizu
Mr. &: Mrs. David L. Gaut
General Telephone Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Steve D. Goodenow
Mrs. J. Wilson Gowdy
Great Western Union Savings &.
Loan
Gail Groene
Mr. &. Mrs. Stanley M. Gwinn
Mr. &: Mrs. John Habbestad
Mr. &. Mrs. Ronald D. Haffner
Hanson Properties, Incorporated
R. A. Hanson &: Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert Harnden
Mrs. Consuelo M. Hauser
Mr. &. Mrs. MalVin D. Heaps
Dr. &.Mrs. David L. Hicks
Hill &. Hill Travel Service
Mr. &. Mrs. Albert G. Howell
Dr. &. Mrs. Robert M. Hughes
Mr. &. Mrs. John Huneke
I.B.M. Corporation
Inland Automobile Association
Inland Stee!·Ryerson Foundation
Institute of Sports Medicine
Willis E. James, Architects
Alma Jepsen Estate
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Joel, Incorporated
Dr. &. Mrs. Jasper Johnson
Mrs. Ina Johnston
Johnston Foundation
Mr. &.Mrs. George R. Jongeward
K &. J Investments, Incorporated
Kaiser Aluminum &. Chemical
Corporatio1l"
Keytronic Corporation
Kimmel Athletic Supply Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Terry L. Kjolseth
Marjorie Klein
Rev. &.Mrs. Richard C. Kroeger
Thomas A. Landreth
Steven Langton
Dr. &.Mrs. Jim Larson
Mr. &. Mrs. Ronald B. Leighton
Rev. &. Mrs. Richard H. Leon
Liberty Motel
Lincoln Mutual Savings
Dr. &.Mrs. E. B. Lindaman
Mr. &. Mrs. Jack MacDonald
Dr. Patricia MacDonald
David E. Martin
Martin-Marietta Corporation
Mr. &. Mrs. Ronald C. McCloskey
Dr. &.Mrs. George L. McLarren
Mr. &. Mrs. Lawrence S. Mclean
Medical Service Corporation
Maureen Micklich
Kendle Molyneaux
Mr. &.Mrs. Donald S. Moore
Mr. &. Mrs. William L. Moore
Dr. &. Mrs. Robert H. Mounce
M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Mr. &. Mrs. L. A. Myhre
Dr. &.Mrs. Kenneth E. Myers
Mr. &: Mrs. Arthur Neils
Jane Newhall
Northwest Basketball Camp
Leonard Oakland &. NancyBell Cae
Old National Bank
Pacific Northwest Bell
Demetra Pappas
Glenn E. Peters
Mr. &: Mrs. Harold Pierre
Pilcher Concepts
Pounders Jewelry
Mr. &. Mrs. George P. Prekeges
Mr. &. Mrs. Donald H. Price
Dr. &. Mrs. Alvin B. Quall
Dr. &. Mrs. Howard A. Redmond
William L. Reed
Mr. &. Mrs. Larry S. Reid
Rev. &.Mrs. Robert H. Rhinehart
Mr. &. Mrs. Clarence Rhodes
Debra Ann Rice
Rice Family Scholarship Fund
Richard's Printing Company
Miss Lorraine Robertson
Mr. &. Mrs. Werner Rosenquist
Mr. &. Mrs. Leonard H. Rusch
Dr. &. Mrs. Robert E. Rutherford
Sag.
Savage House Pizza
Jim Schoesler
Hilda Schumacher Trust
Scienterra
Seattle First National Bank
Sarah J. Seeger Estate
Simchuck Sporting Goods
Mr. &. Mrs. Walter J. Spangenberg
Mr. &. Mrs. William C. Sperling
Spokane Clearing House
Association
Spokane Education Association
Spokane Sports Medicine &.
Physical Therapy, Incorporated
Spokesman-Review
Dennis Swanson
Mr. &. Mrs. Arthur E. Symons, Jr.
Texas Educational Association
Mr. &. Mrs. Ingw-er Thomsen
Mr. &. Mrs. Christopher M.
Tollackson
Union Pacific Railroad Foundation
Dr. Rudi Unterthiner
Valley Landscaping &. Nursery
Company
Dr. & Mrs. Alex R. VerHoogen
Washington Water Power
Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert D. Ward
Drs. Robert &. Elizabeth Welty
Frederic Westercamp
Dr. &. Mrs. Ronald C. White
Dr. &. Mrs. Travis E. White
White Swan Car Wash
Mr. &.Mrs. Harry D. Williams
Young Life of Spokane
Mr. &. Mrs. Vern Ziegler
Acme Concrete Company
Vicki J. Adams
Mr. &. Mrs. Wayne Albertus
Alcoa Foundation
Mr. &. Mrs. Clyde D. Allen
American Machine Works
American Medical International
Mr. & Mrs. Peter D. Ames
Mr. &: Mrs. George H .. Anderson
Mr. &. Mrs. John David Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Antak
Dr. &.Mrs. Lewis F. Archer
Dr. & Mrs. Albert Arend
Mrs. Leonard Ashbaugh
Mr. &. Mrs. Dennis D. Ashlock
Associated General Contractors
Dr. &. Mrs. Sherwin Avann
Libby L. Avnet
Helen Axworthy
Mr. &. Mrs. JamesA. Baer
Nancy L. Baldwin
Mr. &. Mrs. Scott C. Ballentyne
Banner Furnace and Fuel
Hazel Bardin
Mrs. Helen G. Barnard
Mr. & Mrs. John Bartleson
Barton Oldsmobile Company
Miss Florence W. Bassett
Mr. &. Mrs. Edgar T. Bassford
Mr. &.Mrs. Richard Baumann
Becker Warburg Paribas
Foundation
Louis J. Beechen
Mr. &. Mrs. David B. Belzer
Commander & Mrs. Richard A.
Bennett
Mr. &. Mrs. Jack C. Bills
Rev. &.Mrs. Joseph P. H. Black
Rev. &. Mrs. Carl Blanford
Dr. Laura J. Bloxham
Mr. &. Mrs. Vance D. Boeve
Bonanza Packing Company,
Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Wayne Bonham
Dr. & Mrs. F. Carlton Booth
Mr. &. Mrs. Carl L. Boppell
Rev. &. Mrs. Robert M. Bradburn
Rev. &. Mrs. Lavern F. Brassard
Briggs Oil Company, Incorporated
Brothers Contractors, Incorporated
Jeanne C. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard C. Brown
Dr. &.Mrs. Raymond K. Brown
Mr. &. Mrs. Willis H. Brown, Jr.
Mrs. Sally S. Brucker
Mr. &.Mrs. F. Neil Buchholtz
E. S. Burgan and Son, Incorporated
Burlington Northern, Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Paul Brett Butler, Jr.
Mr. &.Mrs. Glenn L. Button
Phyllis A. Camp
Mrs. Kenneth CampeU
Mr. &. Mrs. Glenn D. Carlson
Carlson Sheet Metal Works
Chaplin &. Mrs. Richard Carr
Mr. &. Mrs. M. J. Caiter
Mr. &. Mrs. Maynard Cary
Mrs. Elizabeth Casebolt
Mr. &: Mrs. R. W. Chamberlain
Mr. &.Mrs. James E. Chase
Cathleen L. Cheek
Mr. &. Mrs. John D. Cheek
C. Dean Chu
Dr. David H. Chung
David A. Clack
Rose M. Clark
W. Theodore Clark
Mr. &.Mrs. Thomas P. Clark, Jr.
Rev. &. Mrs. Douglas Clegg
Mr. &. Mrs. Neil L. Clemons
Darrell F. Clukey
Mr. &. Mrs. David L. Coleman
Ruby B. Coller
Charles E. Collings
Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Colpitts
Columbia Paint Company
Commercial Creamery
Consolidated Supply Company
Consolidated Metco, Incorporated
Container Corporation Foundation
Continental Bank Foundation
Mr. &. Mrs. William A. Converse
Coopers and Lybrand
Mr. &. Mrs. Clinton Corliss
Mr. &. Mrs. Blair Cosman
Country Homes Building Supply
Mr. & Mrs. Hiram M. Cowen
Mrs. David L. Cowie
Crawford Door Sales, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Creech
Mrs. Mary A. Curtis
Mr. &. Mrs. Orre! A. Daniel
Mr. &. Mrs. Wm. J. Davies
Dr. &. Mrs. Robert N. Davis
Davis and Hosch Music Company
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald S. Dean
Mr. &: Mrs. E. B. Defeyter
Mr. &. Mrs. Leslie Deibert
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dr. &. Mrs. David E. Dilworth
Ellen Dimond
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Dixon
Miss Elsie Doak
Dodsons, Incorporated
Domini's Sandwiches
Mr. &.Mrs. H. W. Dornsife
Mr. &. Mrs. Galen L. Doughty
Dow Corning Corporation
Drumheller Analytical .
Laboratories
Mr. &. Mrs. Ronald G. Durkee
Dr. &. Mrs. R. Fenton Duvall
Dr. &. Mrs. Philip W. Eaton
Mr. &.Mrs. Sydney K. Eaton
Timothy Eaton
Dr. &. Mrs. I. Dean Ebner
Francis G. Edmunds
Mr. &. Mrs. K. P. Ellenberger
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. English
Dr. &. Mrs. David Erb
Evangel Book Center
Miss Ernestine Evans
Evergreen Implement Company
Miss Jessie Ewing
Exchange Lumber Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Stanley A. Fahlgren
Rev. &. Mrs. Benjamin C. Fairchild
Fairfield Farms Incorporated
Farmers &. Merchants Banks of
Spokane
Farnsworth Investment Company
Major & Mrs. William D. Farris
Feldman-Person
Dr. &.Mrs. Donald E. Ferguson
Dr. &. Mrs. Duncan S. Ferguson
Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank
Mrs. V. T. Finch
First Interstate Bank
Me. & Mrs. Leland E. Fish
Neil D. Fitch
Mr. &. Mrs. George C. Flanagan
Jon W. Flora
Mr. & Mrs. Vern L. Forkner
Mr. & Mrs. Neal R. Fosseen
Paul C. Fossum, Incorporated
Foster & Marshall, Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Earl M. Fraley
Mr. &. Mrs. Bruce E. Fraser
Dr. &. Mrs. Wm. Harvey Frazier
Mr. &. Mrs. Gene R. Freeburg
Mr. &. Mrs. F. M. Galbraith
Gale Mechanical Contractors
Mr. &. Mrs. Stanton H. Ganders
George F. Gauntlett
Mr. &. Mrs. Hollister R. Gee
The General Electric Foundation
General Machinery Company
General Mills Foundation
General Telephone Company
Rev. &.Mrs. Casper 1. Glenn
Mr. &. Mrs. Kenneth G. Gobrecht
Dr. &. Mrs. Willard F. Goff
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert Goodale
Mr. &. Mrs. Steve Goodenow
Dr. &.Mrs. Edward E. Gotts
Mrs. Kathryn Gottschalk
Mr. &. Mrs. Richard W. Grable
Mrs. Eloise Graybill
Greene Company Insurance
Dr. &. Mrs. Stephen R. Grindall
Mr. &. Mrs. RobertJ. Grossman
Rev. & Mrs. John G. Gunn
Mrs. Iva Guy
Mr. &. Mrs. Ronald D. Haffner
Ava Hagen
Mr. &.Mrs. Richard Hall
Mr. &. Mrs. H. Halvorson
H. Halvorson, Incorporated
Stella Hansen Hamlin
Mr. & Mrs. Hidde Hanenburg
Raymond L. Hanson
Mr. &. Mrs. James W. Hardie
H. Forest Hardinge
Mr. &. Mrs. Richard Alan Hardt
Gretchen A. Harrell
Judith S. Hastings
Mr. &. Mrs. Gregory J. Hatch
Hazen &. Clark, Incorporated
Mrs. Vincent L. Henry
Heritage Village Trade Association
Mr. &.Mrs. Gerald J. Hill
Hill &. Hill Travel Service
Ruby L. Hobson
Mr. Ie Mrs. Donald I. Hofstrand
Dr. &. Mrs. Frank E. Houser, Jr.
Mr. &. Mrs. Russell M. Hueckel
John A. Hughes
Mr. &. Mrs. Elart F. Hultgrenn
R. A. Hunt
Mr. &. Mrs. Leshe R. Hyder
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Ingraham,
J'
Mr. &. Mrs. G. Robert Inkpen
Inland Foundry Company
International Telephone &:
Telegraph
Mr. &. Mrs. Hugh Jackman
Dorothy S. Jackson
Mr. &. Mrs. Richard A. Jackson
Laura K. Jacobsen
Mrs. M. Corinne Jahnsen
Fred S. James &.Company
Elsie R. Jamieson
Rev.. &. Mrs. Andrew A. Jarvis
Mrs. Dwight O. Johnson
Mrs. E. W. Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Jasper Johnson
Joyce A. Johnson
Mr. &: Mrs. Willard L. Johnson
Vern Johnson and Sons,
Incorporated
Eunice E. Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Johnston
Mr. &. Mrs. Dewi Jones
Mrs. Dorothy M. Joy
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. KaHan
Mr. &: Mrs. Alan C. Kay
Rev. &. Mrs. Jerry L. Kelly
Dr. & Mrs. William M. Kelly
Mr. &. Mrs. Lyle Kerns
KHQ, Incorporated
Kidder-Peabody and Company,
Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. J. Howie King
Mr. &. Mrs. Roger S. Kinney
Mr. &. Mrs. Fred D. Kirkham
Virginia Klaus
Theodore R. Klump
Alvin B. Koetje
Mr. &. Mrs. Harold B. Kohr
Mr. & Mrs. FranklinJ. Koth
Ann Kough- Tim Lickness
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald J. Krantz
Krueger Sheet Metal Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Otto Lagervall
Sally Jean Lash
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Lashua
Mr. &. Mrs. Andrew Lau
Lauerman IGA
Mr. &. Mrs. Bruce Laurie
Layrite Concrete Products and
Company
Harry Lee
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Leigh
Miss Mildred Lemon
Rev. &. Mrs. Richard H. Leon
Mr. & Mrs. Y. O. Leong
Mr. &. Mrs. Jules E. Levin
Mr. &. Mrs. John Lewis
Mr. &. Mrs. Warren C. Lewis
Dr. &. Mrs. Michael O. Liff
Mr. &. Mrs. B. J. Lindahl
Sara Lindgren
Mr. &. Mrs. James Little
Dr. &. Mrs. Arch Logan
Eldred Lokker
Mr. &: Mrs. John E. Love
Mrs. Elsie S. Low
Mr. &: Mrs. Scott B. Lukins
Rev. &. Mrs. Robert S. Lutz
Mr. &. Mrs. James MacDonald
Nathan R. Maddox
Mr. &: Mrs. Ernest C. Major
Craig L. Malone
Mr. &. Mrs. Howard E. March
Lorin W. Markham
Susan A. Mars
David P. Marshall
Dr. & Mrs. J. Murray Marshall
Mr. &. Mrs. Richard E. Matheny
Mr. &. Mrs. A. M. Matsen
Mrs. Mildred Mattson
Mr. &. Mrs. Edward A. May
William B. McCullough
McFarland &.Alton
Iva C. McGillivray
Mr. &. Mrs. Ralph N. McGrady
Mr. & Mrs. R. J. McGrath
Mr. &. Mrs. E. Park Mclean
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert A. McMullen
Mrs. J. S. McNair
Mr. &.Mrs. Bruce McPhaden
Mr. &. Mrs. Harrison McVay
Dorothy S. McVeigh Estate
Dr. &: Mrs. Neil Medefind
T. J. Meenach Company
Mr. &: Mrs. Perry R. Miles
Mr. &. Mrs. Otto W. MilJer
Rev. &. Mrs. Robert A. Mills
Eric T. Moe
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Monfort
Dr. & Mrs. Raymond W. Moody
Lt. Col. &. Mrs. Wilburn G. Mot>re
Mr. &. Mrs. MalVin E. Moos
Mr. & Mrs. A. A. Morrison
Mr. &.Mrs. Raymond Moser
Dr. &.Mrs. Robert E. Mossmann
Donna R. Munro
Murphey Favre, Incorporated
Dr. &. Mrs. Keith A. Murray
Wayne L. Murray
Mr. &. Mrs. David G. Myers
Dr. &. Mrs. Kenneth E. Myers
Dr. Alden G. Myhre
Nalley's
Rev. &. Mrs. Gerald S. Nash
Mr. &.Mrs. CharlesJ. Neir
Helen E. Nelson
Mr. &. Mrs. Robert F. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel C. Newell
Mr. &. Mrs. Willis H. Newton, Jr.
Kay 1. Norris
North's Chuckwagon
North Coast Life Insurance
Company
Northwest Electronics
Occidental Petroleum Charitable
Foundation
Mr. &. Mrs. Roger D. Olleman
Old National Bank Corporation
Rev. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Onstot
Mabel Oshanyk
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Ott
Mr. &. Mrs. Lawrence Paradis
Dr. &. Mrs. R. C. Parr
Pavilion Pool Company
Peerless-Sunpuft, Incorporated
Mr. &. Mrs. Andrew Pehl
Dr. &.Mrs. H. E. Penhalurick
J. c. Penney & Company
Mr. &. Mrs. Joseph L. Permenter
Mrs. David W. Peterson
Rev. &. Mrs. William D. Pfeiffer
"God makes it possible for us to send
three children to Whitworth and still be
able to contribute something to the
support of the school. The association
with other Christian young people in an
atmosphere where people openly express
their Christian beliefs-can't help but
strengthen their commitment to
Christian values;'
Lawrence Worster, Richland, Washington
Class of 1954
Class summary figures are for unrestricted gifts only.
Class of 1950
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,275
30
"tndlcetes spouse of alumnus from another class.
Mrs. Claudia Phenneger
Pilgrim's Fine Foods, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G. Piper
Captain & Mrs. WilLiam D.
Pocklington
Glenna M. Polage
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell O. Poore
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney L. Porter, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin A. Potter
Mr. & Mrs. Taylor M. Potter
F. W. Pratt
Lelia V. Price
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph B. Prouty
Don C. Pulver
Pyrotek, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. GeorgeJ. Ranch
Dr. & Mrs. W. Wilson Rasco
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Records
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Reese
Mr. & Mrs. Larry S. Reid
Becky A. Rettkowski
Rexcon, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Reyburn
George L. Reynolds
Mr. & Mrs. Don C. Richner
John W. Rigsby
Mr. & Mrs. C. R. Ripley
Mr. & Mrs. S. Donley Ritchey
Rev. & Mrs. A. Don Robb
Mr. & Mrs. W. B. Robberson
Mr. & Mrs. Don Roberts
Margaret Robertson
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Robertson
Mr. & Mrs. Claude D. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Dougald G. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Rodkey
Mr. & Mrs. Norman M. Roehl
Mr. & Mrs. Bill W. Romer
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis D. Roffler
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart E. Rogers
Rogers & Rogers, Incorporated
Rosauers Super Market
Helen S. Roth
Mr. & Mrs. John Roth, Jr.
Roundup Grocery Company
Mr. & Mrs. James Ruane
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Ruiz
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard H. Rusch
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Russell
Mary J. Ryan
Safeco Corporation - Spokane
Saunders and Ott, Incorporated
Sceva Construction Company
Scollards
Sea-First Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. G. E. Sharman
Jerry Sheffels
Mr. & Mrs. Creighton Sherwood
Mr. & Mrs. Alva L. Shriner
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold R. Simonson
Elsie H. Simpson
Skaggs Auto, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Jack H. Sloan
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew L. Smith
Mi.ss Evelyn Smi.th
1:Joyd H. Smtth
Marilyn J. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. R. E. Snyder
Soft Water Service Company
Spokane Electric Shaver
Spokane Roofing Company.
Incorporated
Spokane World Trav~l
Spokesman-Review
Col. & Mrs. Jack R. Starrett
Richard F. Starrett
Mr. & Mrs. Wilfred V. Stearns
Mr. & Mrs. Dale F. Stedman
Dr. & Mrs. Howard M. Stein
Stingle-Atwood & Associates
Mr. & Mrs. George F. L. Stout
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Strandling
Rodney A. Sundberg
Sunset West Properties
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Sweatte
Rev. & Mrs. Leigh P. Taylor
Mr. & Mrs. G. R. Thoming
Mildred Thomson
Ti Corporation Foundation
Tomlinson Agency, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Tonelli
Town & Country Restaurant
Dr. & Mrs. Forrest C. Travaille
Travel Consultants, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Trull
Mr. & Mrs. Milton Tschache
Howard H. 1\uner
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. 1Yers
Mr. & Mrs. Arnie 1Yler
United Parcel Service Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Francis E. Dnti
Mrs. Dorothy VanNice
Gordon J. VanWechel
VanWaters & Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Tom H. Ventris
Rev. & Mrs. Alan G. Villesvik
Patty Vincent
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Walker
Walker McGough & Associates
Mr. & Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd R. Wallis
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred W. Walters
Mr. & Mrs. J. L. Wandling
Dr. Paul E. Ward
Mr. & Mrs. P. Marshall Watkins
Mrs. Verona 1. Watson
Donald Weaver. Jr.
Don Weber
Dr. & Mrs. Dan Webster
Mr. & Mrs. Craig A. Weddle
Mr. & Mrs. George Werner
Dr. & Mrs. Kirkland West
Western Insecticide Company
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald C. White
White Swan Car Wash
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce T. Whitehouse
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph W. Wicklund
Paul Wikstrom
M. Genevieve Wilcox
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Williams
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Harold B. Wimpy
Carol I.Winiecki
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Woodstock
Dr. & Mrs. L. E. Yates
Debora A. Youmans
Melanie M. Young
Dr. & Mrs. G. B. Youngstrom
Mr. & Mrs. C. Edward Zeiger
Classes of 1906-1928
Total gifts:
No. of donors:
2,581
18
Class of 1933
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Laurence & Zelma [Morgan] Doig
J. Alfred Marquam
Harold A. Slater
Class of 1934
. Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Evelyn Irwin Ashbrook
Estella E. Baldwin
William D. Glenn
Elsie Rhoades Jamieson
Mary Borden Woodard
Charlotte Slater Fancher, Jr.·
Elsie Raisch Fariss"
Class of 1935
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,103
6
1906
William E. Sander
1909
Hilda A. Bergman /"
1910
Madge P. Earhart
M. Genevieve Wilcox
1912
Sarah Crandall Day
1916
Iva Loughlen Guy
Lelia V. Price
1920
Catherine Gunn Pederson
1923
Dorothy Farr Dixon
Margaret W. Robertson
1925
Sara Miller Auld
Delilah Barber Butler
1926
Fred W. Neale
1927
Carl L. Boppetl" (deceased)
Lawrence J. Mitchell
1928
Betty Beal Boppell"
Dorothy Dailey Randal"
Lessie E. Rasco
John L. Bronson
Ward Fancher, [r."
Melvin K. Fariss"
Genevieve Wilson Gollehon
T. Murdock Hale
Keith A. Murray
"Dee and I are both graduates of
Whitworth College and have been
pleased that our three children; David,
Susan and Laurie have chosen
Whitworth for their own college
education. All three of them have now
graduated and we feel they are well
founded in their major area of study.
They are still deeply committed to
Christ, to His Church and are also
supporters of Whitworth College:'
Rev. Andrew Jarvis,
Walla Walla, Washington
Classes of 1929,1930
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1929
Lewis G. Randal·
1930
Lloyd H. Smith
Kathryn Bockman Thomas
Class ofl931
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,180
5
Janice Schermerhorn Andrews
Mary Hinton Knoll
Alice Sanstrom Postell
Maude Holt Simpson
Helen Daig Travaille·
Class of 1932
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Clifton A. Hussey (deceasedl
Forrest C. Travaille·
Class of 1936
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Carmen Kopsland Carpenter
Dorothy Reed Eisele
Thomas W. Heald
H. E. Penhalurick
Tom H. Ventris
Class of 1937
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Anna Leiphart Carrel
Ruby L. Hobson
Marie Summers Irwin
Mark L. Koehler·
Ann Pillers Krell
Earleen Schiewe Lowry
W. Wilson Rasco
Class of 1938
153
3
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Lowell O. Poore
Class of 1939
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Donald B. Colpitts
Blair Cosman
Clarabelle Braden Koehler'
Mary Trevitt Robinson'
Dan Webster
Class of 1940
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
105
2
Edgar T. Bassford
Mary Koper Chaffee
Helen Mitchell Cook
John H. Eisenhauer
Leroy Hook'
Aldena Lauten
Eugene Nelson
Werner Rosenquist·
John Roth, Jr.
225
5
Class of 1941
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
335
6
Eleanor Barrow Chase
Sydney K. Eaton'
Faye Duff Luck
Edith Purcell Manildi
Perry & Lois (McCannon) Miles
Tamiko Nozaki
Dougald G. Robinson'
Dorothea Teeter
Francis E. Unti'
Velma Moos Potter'
Class of 1942
55
3
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,075
8
Harriet Thorndike Eaton'
Irvin A. Potter'
William C. Richter
Lee & Marjorie (Boughton) Rodkey
Gladys Hawley Rosenquist'
Verna Bunkleman Unti'
Joe Wolfe
553
7
Class of 1943
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,173
9
Jean Nance Blane
Carl Blanford
Mary Elaine Dugan Farris
Vern & Margaret {Skeels] Forkner
Loren A. Gothberg'
Ruth Stueckle Gwinn"
Marvin E. Moos"
S. David Smith
Class of 1944
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Gerald S. Dean
Eleanor Hook Gothberg'
Gerald & Carol Gardner Klein
David M. Thorndike'
Class of 1945
Total Gifts
No. of Donors="-----'-
Helen Morrow Keiser
Marjorie M. Klein
R. J. & Sally [Schmidt! McGrath
Pat Stewart Snelling"
Jack & Joyce (Warren) Starrett
Isabel Mize Thorndike'
Class of 1946
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Lu Alice Wilson Calkins
Jeanne Kirkendorfer Click·
A. Ross Cutter·
Virginia Taylor Klaus
Yvonne Green Nix·
John T. Webster
Class of 1947
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
6,188
11
120
1
120
1
Mary A. Ainley
Helen Garner Axworthy
Gertrude A. Christ
Stanley M. Gwinn·
Laurence J. Mansfield'
R. Bruce McCullough
Raymond W. Moody
John P. Rodkey
Patricia Spelman Schumaker
Phyllis Dubois Shrauger
Barbara Mullen Stout·
Class of 1948
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
2,093
9
Robert M. Bradburn
Camilla Tatman English
David L. Holmes'
Carole Berg Johnston'
Mildred Nelsen Lehmann
Ernest & Merrie (Dillahuntl Major
Marjorie Mansfield·
Ruth Means Moos'
Class of 1949
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
960
11
Lavern F. Brassard
Dorothy Leavens Carlson'
Richard Carr
Philip C. Cory
James & Marlys (Nielsen) Hardie
Beverly Holmes Faber'
Jaye Christensen Fairchild'
Laura K. Jacobsen
Thelma Jo Bruce Landon
Dorothy Smyth McLarren'
Robert A. Mills
Darlene Andrus Penhalurick·
Richard & Joyce (Trail) Peters
William D. Pfeiffer
Ronald Snelling'
Betty Lange Stratton
Katharine Racicot Swenson
Paul Vinther
Harold & Elaine (Jenkinsl Wimpy
453
5
Betty Follett Alsgaard
James & Beth (Rodoner) Baer
Donald & Hazel (Belcher) Bishop
Gordon Carlson'
Glenn & Madelyn [Curtis] Carlson
Albert H. Culverwell
Viola Goodale Deibert
Martin B. Faber"
Benjamin C. Fairchild'
Ralph W. Felger
Bonnie Pace Holmes'
Thomas E. johnston"
Maxine Nordhurst Kerns
Lester R. Kirkendorfer'
James & Lois (Waldron) McConneU
George L. Mcl.arren"
Willis & Marylou lAtkinson)
Newton, Jr.
Walter E. Olson
Mae Louise Olson Page ....
Clyde O. Pock"
Dorothy Rademacher
Robert R. Rettke
Robert H. Rhinehart
Sylvia Johnson Roehl'
Bill W. RoWer·
Helen Schneider Roth
Gordon M. Schweitzer
George F. L. Stout'
J. Graley Taylor
Don E. Taylor'
Delbert A. Wylder
Class of 1951
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
4,747
18
348
7
Lawrence A. Baskett
Richard B. Cole'
Mary Anslow Davis
Robert & Frances (Anderson) Davis
Joyce Henricksen Erickson
Myrtle Aeschliman Johnson
Shirley Bosworth Kirkendorfer'
Joan Leavers McDonald'
Colleen Griffiths Pock"
Jane Williams Roffler"
C. Philip & Shirley (Gilson) Schiller
John P. Scotford
Robert E. Shreve"
Arthur E. Symons'
Leigh P. Taylor'
Patricia Flowers Taylor'
Kenneth R. Warren
. Donald Weaver, Jr.
David V. Yeaworth+
835
5
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
800
12
Beth Beckelhymer
Norma Bjorniby Bennett"
Glenn Clark'
Thomas M. Fowler
Robert Goodale
Theresa Scharff Groves
Ina Henefer Hawley
Marvin D. Heaps
JoEllen Weir jones"
Madelyn Graybill Levy
John E. Love'
Richard S. Riegel
Connie Williams Robertson
Mary Hartman Ryan
David L. Voge
Birdie G. West
Class of 1955
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,908
20
Delores Yandle Bolen'
Lois Ostenson Barndt
Sharon Truesdale Boydstun
Teresa H. Chamberlain
Bonnie Weinheimer Hart
Verla Logan Hill
Paul E. Jensen'
Franklin J. Koth·
Lillian Whitehouse Lyle
Lawrence & Virginia (Knutson)
Paradis
Robert & Arlene (Roberts) Patten
Ivan G. Phillips
William D. Pocklington
Sidney L. Porter.jr.
Albert & Catherine (Weber)
Reasoner
Mary Ellen Bollinger Rein
Mary Rice Sherwood
Geraldine Buob Shreve'
Arnold F. Stueckle"
Robert & Joyce [Ross] Ward
". . . we at West Valley Presbyterian
Church (Cupertino, California) hold a
wann spot in our heart for Whitworth
and your mission in furnishing a
Christian education to our leaders of
tomorrow:'
Oscar Emery, Chainnan
Mission Committee
Class of 1952
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,008
15
438
8
Malcolm L. Bolen +
Neil & Miriam lHansenl
Buchholtz
Glenn L. Button
Patricia L. Dole
James P. Evans
Paul D. Holsinger
Perry L. Hughes
Philip D. McDonald·
Betty Green McCowen
Kenneth E. Moore
Cal Moxley
Florence Jones Stevens
Glenna Sue Voorheis
Grace Clark Yea worth.'
C. Edward Zeiger
3,023
20 Class of 1953
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Sam H. Adams'
Donald M. Bennett'
Raymond E. Blackstone
Elaine Boehmer
Elizabeth Olds Cole'
Andrew & Darlene (Delkl Jarvis
Duwaine & Elsie (Rubin)
Matthews
William B. McCullough
Howard G. Moneymaker
Wallace G. Opstad
Glenna James Symons'
Marylyn Toevs Waters
Class of 1956
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
2,713
17
Virginia VanWinkle Brady
Priscilla J. Buchin
Mary Stolarchuk Chapman
Margaret Wilson Clark'
Ray Creech
Lois Bartram Dikes
Doqald E. Ferguson
Barbara Hughes Herzog
Joyce Giedt Lashua'
Mary Morgan Lutz·
Richard A. Myers
Donna Witter Roberts
James F. Shepherd
Walter J. Spangenberg'
Robert W. Steffer
Alan & Dorothy IBovee) Villesvik
Norma Jean Yates
Class of 1957
2,908
14 Total Gifts
No. of Donors
674
14
Robin Alford Adams
Dorothy Rogers Durkee
Leslie Norquist Egloff
Carol Schmoyer Fryer
Laree Saunders Gregory
Barbara Harden Jensen'
Richard L. Jones·
George R. Jongeward
Paula Hoag Kramer
Marlene Rasmussen Larson'
William S. Lutz·
Virginia Hanley MacDonald
Mary Bradshaw Pixley'
Ronald & Ann (CreveYI Soucy
Marlene Hartzell Taylor·
,
(Class of 1958
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,628
18
Mary Perret Balsiger
Raymond K. Brown
Kathleen M. Clark
Gene R. Freeburg
Fred R. Glandon'
Marjorie White Hahn
Edna Johnson Hart
Jane Martin Johnson
Margaret Connon Johnson
Alvin B. Koetje
Nathan R. Maddox
Mary Schmoyer Orwin'
Thomas A. Phillips
Donald H. Price
Margaret Arildson Reed
Ronald B. Rice
Juanita Ward Rolph
Wayne Smith
Mary Higgins Spangenberg'
Sharon White Spiess
John S. Sweatte
George). Taylor
Paul E. Ward
Class of 1959
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
2,045
12
Bruce E. Ackley
Shirley Dahlgren Glandon
John G. Guno
Sandra Gillis Moser
Helen Bengtson Nash'
WHliam E. Orwin'
Alice Warren Quail
David S. Quiring
Larry S. Reid"
Carolyn Cinotto Russell'
James S. r-on-
Mary Orr Tyers
Edward B. Unicume
Class of 1960
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Colleen Pickert Adams·
William G. Arthur
M. G. Austin
Carolyn Fox Baker·
Joseph P. H. Black
Louise Herbage Bowen
Patricia Wilde Braten
John & Kathryn Chatalas
Frances Surplus Clizer
Edward E. Gotts·
John Habbestad·
Ava Hagen
Peggy Ripley Hanna
Gretchen Cummer Harrell
Glee Lago Hooper·
ADa N""",, joboaon
Warren Lashua"
Patricia Beaber Lehnen·
Roberta Patterson Nicholson
William Pixley·
Tammy Abell Reid"
William M. Russell"
Linda Clothier Sharman
Class of 1961
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Keith Baker·
Robert A. Beach
Richard A. Bennett
Gerald T. Breymeyer
Marjorie Harrison Christensen
David H. Chung
W. TheodoreChrrk
Shirley Cutter"
Margee Blackstone Dewar
J~neR~ruuanzEllwtt
Ruth Zahradnek Fletcher
Garfield T. George"
Shirley Lund Gotts·
Gail Schlichtig Janes
Esther Knapp Kletsch
Lester C. Koetje
Dewey D. Lehnen"
Anne Murray Lenkert
Carol Ann Hollar Lown
Richard & Karen lStonehocker)
Lutz
Nancy Johnson Marshall
Judith Grim Meyer·
Wilburn G. Moore
Kenneth W. Moore
David A. Morley·
Robert E. Mossman
Marion Maplethorpe
Nevile-Smith
Elaine Graese Olson
Mary Schmayer Orwin·
Robert D. Quall
Sally Holden Smith
Richard W. Strong
Lome M. Swanstrom
Stuart R. Taylor
Cynthia Ross Thibault
Charles W. Thorpe
Patty Clatchey Vincent
Gertrude Wardwell
Ray & Beverly IAnderson)
Washburn
Clifford & Frieda {Horningl
Whitlow
Class of 1962
TolalGifts
No. of Donors
Robert Fenton Duvall
Helen M. Foster
Howard R. Gage·
Donald W. Gustafson·
Karen Minzel Habbestad·
Carole Olson Herrlinger
Glen E. Hooper·
William & Rachel (Higgins!
Johnson
Glen R. Larson-
David E. Martin
Robert L. Meyer"
Gerald S. Nash·
Judith Staub Owen
Lois A. Redmond
John D. Robblee
Norman M. Roehl"
Leslie W. Rurey"
Evelyn Gusinde Stearns"
Howard H. Turner
William H.Waddell
Frances J. Wright
Class of 1963
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,203
21
Doug & Sharon (Hottle) Clegg
Neil Clemons"
Elmer M. Click·
Robert & Marie [Closter] Duryee
Peggy Aungst English
William S. Faught
ILeland E. Fish
Sharon Hagen Fraser
Judy Leonard Gage"
Walter & Erlene jEastgard]
Grosvenor
Alton F. Grun
Don D. Harbaugh"
H. Jeanne (Echelbarger) Hensler
Ben Lindstrom
Susan A. Mars
Mary Stoddard Morley"
Roger & Carol (Eyestone) Records
Beverly Fallen Sperry
Ruth Sekava Trull"
Paul Wakelin Weaver
Class of 1964
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,333
27
1,618
20
Shirley Mulford Antak
Dennis D. Ashlock"
Dorean A. Bare
Paul G. Beck
Jerilyn Peterson Carstairs
Ellen Lockhead Dimond
Marilyn Halliwell Duren
Sharon Kahl Eaton"
Sunny Siagg Espey
David L. Gaut·
Janis Anderson George"
Steve D. Goodenow
Kathleen Mcllvanie Gustafson·
Donna Cook Harbaugh·
John F. Haugan
Nadine Smith Heusser
Emily Wurster Hitchens
Lana Keplinger Lenz
Gail Westberg Locke
Charles W. Massey, Jr.
Michal Koehler McKenzie
A. Elodie Dahlgren Mix
David G. Myers·
Kath1eeD KOopmam Neir
Dayne Nix"
Sharon L. Parks
Claudia Morgan Phenneger
Glenna Roberts Polage
Janet Ensley Rettig
Keith E. Rostvold
Stanley W. Roth
Linda Devine Rurey·
Mary Purdon Sanford
Ruth Harrison Schmeling
Rodney A. Sundberg
Laurel Stoddard Wrye"1,580
41
Class of 1965
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
2,423
31
Linda Frederickson Ashlock"
Paul F. Benton
Constance Conant Betts
Vance D. Boeve
Ida Williams Braden
Charles & Connie (Burnsidel
Brock
Marilyn Munger Brown, Jr.·
James & Kay (Kelly) Charbonneau
Donald N. Clark·
Carolyn Nelson Clark
William E. Duvall
Philip W. Eaton
Jimm E. Edgar
Ruth Anderson Fraser
Carolyn A. Gowdy
Judith Brown Hastings
Carol Annis Hegg"
Will-i:-mLeroy Johnson
Jerry & Sharon (Cuckow) Kelly
Sally Jean Lash
Margaret Hathway Liff
Robert A. McMullen·
Thomas Messex
Carol Peterkin Myers·
Kaye I. Norris
Thomas G. Piper"
Claude D. Robinson·
James E. Roghair
Dan Sanford"
Susan Hornstein Scholtes
Ruth Knoll Seignemartin
Robert Gene Sharp
James D. Stewart"
Diane Banks Stueckle"
William & Jane (Fry) VonHeecler
Gary L. Wolfer·
Class of 1966
1,330
11
Total Gifts
No. of Don on
1,588
19
John David Anderson
Willis H. Brown, Jr.·
Linda Horton Clark"
Darrell F. Clukey
David L. Coleman
Ronald Danekas
Joan Josiassen Gaut·
Theodore D. Hegg"
Bren«. "argent Jeter"
... a 1. Leahey
.ruce McCullough"
William J. McLaughlin, Jr.
Charlotte Annis McMullen·
James Meyer
Yvonne Leigh Piper"
Peter F. Said
Barbara Sehon Sanford"
Ronald Smith
Harris State rna
Sara Keys Stewart"
Michael Strange
Thomas G. Swanson
James R. Walker
Maude P. Wilson
Janet Kirk Wolfer"
Kenneth Wrye"
CiassoH967
Total Gifts
No, of Donors
1,499
15
Peggy J. Chana
Alice E. Chapman
Ruby B. Coller
Robert C. Coppock"
Ronald D. Haffner
Shirley Hawley Hock"
David & Peggy [Singleton] Hughes
Theodore R. Klump
Ronald]. Krantz"
Paulette Boyk Meldahl
Judith Wakefield McCullough"
Don & Anne [Hornalf Roberts
Sharon Wilson Roberts"
Gene H. Roghair
Karyl M. Seljak
Mina J. Spalding
Class of 1968
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,789
16
Eva Marie Click
Elizabeth Merkle Coppock'
Don A. Gilkison
G. Michael Goins"
Thomas G. Griffith
Elizabeth Davis Holmes
Arthur P. Lennon
Carol Tipke Lewis
Sara A. Lindgren
Peter A. Meilke
Maureen R. Micklich
Lylia Appel Miller
Thelma Crea Nydell
Kenneth Roberts·
Janet Scott Robinson·
Eunice Uebele Snyder
Charlene Schafer Statema·
Class of 1969
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,399
26
Laura J. Bloxham
Rose M. Clark
Stephen S. Davis
Betty Dilworth
George F. Gauntlett
Pam Thomas Goins"
Stephen R. Grindall
Dan F. Hultgrenn
Darla Kernkamp Jeske
Nancy McCarty Krantz·
Edwin G. Luse, Jr.
Jeanetta Linstrum Monfort
Donald S. Moore
Bill & Charlotte IUnruh) Murphy
Rebecca O. Nixon
Mary Laschkewitsch O'Dell·
Laura Romine Oswald
Becky Llewellyn Rettkowski
Dennis D. Roffler"
Scott L. Sandygren
Lawrence C. Sontag
Thomas A. Stave·
Barbara Gaylord Stillwell
David & Linda {Bartholomew)
Thomas
Lee H. Walker
Mary Ann Waters
Carolyn Sykes Wright·
Class of 1970
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
Nancy L. Baldwin
David B. Belzer·
Ralda Day Brown
William C. Bunch
Bruce J. Embrey
Stephen E. Gorman·
Catherine Hager Graville
David Dean Haymond
David J. Johnson
Patricia L. Koehler
Mary A. Llewellyn
Jacquelyn Lyons
D. William & Merrie (Wallacel
McIvor
Stanley R O'Dell·
Thomas & Donna (Mattie) Russell
Timothy & Bonnie (Dinnison)
Stime
Samuel B. Williams
Class of 1971
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
2,120
31
Stephen D. Adell
Daniel James Altorfer
Thomas P. Babagian
Myles T. Bassford
Katharine Keen Beal"
Karen AntIes Belzer"
Jacqueline Quon Eppling
Deborah Anderson Farley·
Floyd M. Fick"
Ann H. Fogelquist
Cinda Warner Gorman"
Vicky Westman Hardt'
Ruth Rumppe Howell
Benita Ward Hyder"
Michael & Pamela (McDonald)
Kalian
Raymon L. Kranches
Dale R. Kreider
Armand A. Lara
Bruce & Kathleen (Riehlel Laurie-
Katherine A. Logan
Susan Oliver Love"
Vicki Carlson Luden
David M. Nelson'
Alice Boergadine Oblach
Sarah Plotts Schaldack
Mary Stirn Simonson
Susa'n Julian Snelling"
Victoria Smith Stave"
Edith P. Thomason
Lloyd R. Wallis
Helen E. Wilson
Melanie Moonie Young
Class of 1972
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,943
30
Vicki J. Adams
Bradley W. Beal·
Virginia Ann Bentson
Steven E. Brock
Marilyn J. Carter-Dmoch
Claudia Coles
Linda Coe"
Sharon E. Dawson
Bruce P. Farley"
Jacqueline L. Fick·
Kaye Hanson Finley
Kevin & Shauna {Lupton] Gaffney
Penelope Anderson Gonzales"
Caroline Olson Greene
Nancy Johnson Gump
Richard Alan Hardt"
Debra Anderson Harvey
Carolyn Cutter Hendricks
Robert P. Hibbard
Robert E. Hurbi
Robert D. lsitt
M. Corinne EsherwoodJahnsen
Howard E. Kellogg
Fred D. Kirkham
Richard N. Lawrence
Mary Cumming Lindeblad
Lynne Hafer Nelson"
Robert & Faith (Cizik) Slater
Claudia Darrah Roffler·
Mark S. Snelling·
Durand & Gayle (Stuartl Splater
Patricia A. Stephens
Class of 1973
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
1,427
21
Michael L. Armfield
Shirley K. Carpenter
Dennie A. Carter
William & Mary Lou (Hum)
Converse
Robert & Juditb lRiddleL Foster
Raymond C. Gonzales"
Thomas Hutchison
Dorothy Mendenhall Joy
Ann L. Kough & Tim Lickness
Andrew & Frances (Wong) Lau
Ronald B. Leighton
J. Travis Prewitt
Patricia S. Price
Susan Daun Woodstock
Robert & Janet IMeyerl Yinger
Janice Masters Young
Class of 1974
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,183
29
448
17
Jean Tolsma Brender·
Jennifer J. Bundy
Richard L. Chance
Christine Leavens Cullenberg
Marilyn J. Deppe
Miriam M. Dixon
Betty Millard Doughty·
Sally Dyck
Timothy R. Eaton
Lawrence V. Erickson
Herbert D. Fitzpatrick·
Gregory J. Hatch
Janet M. Hicks
Leslie & Patricia lCook) Hyder
Joyce H. Kapololu
Michael W. Klubnikin
Geraldine E. Lindaman
Kent H. Lupton"
Michael R. Manning
Randall & Joan McGrady-Beach
Marlene Medefind·VanBrocklin
Billy V. Morris·
Marlene Olson
Christian P. Pedersen
Jean Moore Pierre
David W. Reynolds·
Karla D. Schutt
Robert L. Sisson
Wilfred V. Stearns·
Gordon J. VanWechel
Craig A. Weddle·
William R. Wright·
Class of 1975
Total Gifts .
No. of Donors
1,085
21
Peter D. Ames
MichaelJ. Angevine·
Robin Bradley Ballentyne·
Lorelee Bauer
Julie A. Borrevik
Dennis R. Brender·
Kerry P. Burkey
Phyllis Moreland Camp
David L. Coleman·
Isabel L. D'Urbal
Robert O. Dagefoerde
Galen L. Doughty·
Katherine Wilson Harris·
Byron R. Heinemann
Harold E. Hogan
Patricia Carlson Hus::hes
Arlene Kissler Koth'
Bonnie S. Lewis
Doris Krause Liebert
Cindy Capron Lupton"
Bryan & Vera (Nakamine)
Matsumoto
Wayne McNally
Kathleen Lucas Moore
Gloria Morris"
Eric & Linda [Pontius] Olson
Jill A. Ottersbach
Gordon A. Pierce
Helen Ansotique Reynolds"
Margaret C. Ross
Karen A. Sand
Mary Wolford Sisson"
Peter & Ivy (Awakuni) Yagi
Class of 1976
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
3,547
40
Catherine J. Alsgaard
Katherine Shirley Angevine"
Scott C. Ballantyne"
Douglas C. Barlow
Marilyn Guhlke Boleneus
Jane Campbell
Cathleen L. Cheek
C. Dean Chu
Katherine Compodonico
Coleman"
Deborah A. Compton
Mary Whiteside Dewey
Sharon C. Fancher
Mary S. Fiedler
Darrell A. Frigaard
Pauline M. Gima
Pierrette Gustafson
Stephen J. Harris
Susan Huss"
Vivian M. Ingraham
Martin H. Johnson
Eunice E. Johnston
Diane J. Keller
David B. Lukov
Alice L. McKeon
Paul E. McLarren
Julie Neraas .
Elizabeth Wicklund Newell-
Kenneth & Nadine [Mack] Onstot
Carol Wheatcraft Peterson
Katherine L. Reed-Mckay
Robert E. Rutherford."
Bruce & Robin (Fenton)
Schweitzer
Kathy R. Seher
Julie Ann Selbo
Jim & Julie Ann IRuxton) Travis
Verona Kinnear Watson
Charles H. Watson
Sharon Weddle"
Irene F. Weir
John & Denise lSkilling) Williams
William & Nancy (Haughtl
Woolum
Class of 1977
Total Gifts
No.olDonors
1,439
29
Mark A. Anderson
John E. Boyle
Gary L. Cae·
Mark J. Cutshall
Lorraine Ebner
Teodoro Envela
Joy Fitzpatrick·
Marianne E. Frase
Nancy A. Freyer
Takako Fukumizu
Gloria G. Garrett
Steven & Joan (Schroederl Gluck
Cindy Hauser Hoback·
Gary J. Hopkins
Carl J. Hudson
Roger S. Kinney"
Julie G. Koontz
Mark L. Lichty"
Christine Clark Lines
Craig L. Malone
Michael L. Marquez
David P. Marshall
Gregory A. Matsch
Nancy Wendlandt Matthews
Alexander G. Mcintosh
Elisabeth Meisner
Linda Cutting Ott·
Ruth E. Peterson
Robert P. Peterson
Kaye L. Rasmussen
Susan D. Repanich
Katherine A. Roth
Barbara Rutherford·
Marybelle Passmore Savage
Sandra Schiller Smith·
Randall C. Starr
Richard F. Starrett
Thomas L. Williamson, Jr.
Charlotte A. Winn
Class of 1978
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
618
17
Fay Inouye Aitcheson'
Sarah E. Barnes
Lawrence & Sharon (Erickson)
Becker
Richard W. Brock
Beverly Anne Brown
Charles E. Collings
Patricia Kirk Festor
Neil D. Fitch
Jon W. Flora
Linda Christensen Hunt
Janet Lynn Johnson
Marta R. Kiger
Charles W. Laird
Steven & Linda (Nelson) Linn
Connie Rae McKnight
Marc R. Medefind
Grady B. Moseley
Lawrence W. O'Brien
Daniel C. OU·
Wendy A. Rice
Norman L. Shrumm
Andrew L. Smith"
Russell L. Thompson
Paul & Beth [walker] Viren
Marshall wettman-Turner"
Class of 1979
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
835
18
Helene L. Aborn
James D. Brassard
Laurel A. Brink
Amy Burke-Smith"
Alice Bartley Chambers
Karen L. Edel
Daniel N. Gabriele
Kathryn Gottschalk
Cathryn R. Griggs
Karen L. Gundry
Ronald D. Hyder·
Thomas M. Krausse
Jeanette Nave Laird"
Warren C. Lewis"
Shannon Ward Lichty"
Carol A. March
Daniel C. Newell"
Debra Ann Rice
Steven P. Sapp
Dirk J. Stratton
W. Glenn Terrell
Daniel L. Thieme
Helen Olson True
Kevin C. Turner
Margaret Wattman·Turner"
Carol I.Winiecki
Class of 1980
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
921
26
Sandra L. Abraham
George A. Aitcheson"
Ali A. AI·Suheili
Douglas B. Cey
Sue E. Chapman
Nancy C. Edman
John H. Forsyth
Krisandra S. Freeman
Todd R. Frimoth
Mary Jane Grande
S. Lynn Heath
Debbie L. Henderson
Susan A. Hinkle
Kathleen M. Kane
Leslie Patrick Kinney·
Gail C. Leetch
janis R. McLarren
Lyman & Kirsten IThompsonl
Miller
Jeffrey O. Neufeld
Jane M. Pence
William L. Reed
Mary I. Robinson
Coleen K. Selland
Paula G. Sporcic-Nunnally
Bradley J. Stenberg
Gerald C. Swanson
Mike Valdez
Karen A. Vevea
Julie Ann Weinman
Debora A. Youmans
Barbara Young
Class of 1981
Total Gifts
No. of Donors
429
6
Libby Avnet
Michael A. Burke-Smith"
Frank Dutro
Tom Hoback·
James J. Huss·
Leslie Ann Jones
Karen E. Keno
Nancy Twibell Lewis·
DannMoomaw
Kurt A. Roper
Leonard H. Rusch
ALUMNI FORUM
11
1951 The Class of 1951 Alumni Weekend reunion drew the following alumni;
Graley Taylor ('50), Bill Roffler ('50),lane Williams Roffler, Randr Hucks, Ken
Warren, Howard Forman, Bev Holmes Faber, Nick Faber ('501,Richard Carr ('491,
George Stout ('50), Chuck Ainley.
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'\ fit Whitworth Today we try to please you. We strive to be informative 8. Please use this space to teU us what irnprove.ments you would like to I
"I and interesting. We seek to exptess the WllitWOlth-essence in a waytlmt • ItT , Jr \,=="";::=:~
, is meaningful 10 you. We try to be the best. ,
! Today is for you, and we need to hear from you to learn whether we're !
i succeeding. We care what you think of this, your magazine. If in tum youi care about Whitworth Today, we hope you'll take the time to fill out the
: questionaire below and send it to us. Good, bad or indifferent, your,
: opinion matters.,i 1. I read Whitworth Today:
i 0 never 0 occasionally 0 often 0 always,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
I,
I
I
I
I,,
I,
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I,,
I
I,
j *Readers, Supply Verdict, Please I :
L ~ ~ J
Patten on peace pilgrimage
Whitworth Alumnus Robert
Patten 1'79)is helping organize a
6,500-mile "peace pilgrimage" walk
from the Trident Nuclear
Submarine Base in Bangor,
Washington, to Bethlehem in the
Holy Land.
The pilgrimage, to begin in April,
1982, and reach Bethlehem about
18 months later, is intended to
provide people of all faiths with an
opportunity to "make visible" their
opposition to the arms race and
their belief in the necessity of
building a more just world order.
Along the route, worship and
prayer services will be held. Peace
education programs will also be
offered to family, community,
school and church groups.
Patten, a speech communication
major who left Whitworth in 1979,
is a Presbyterian member of the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps. He lives
with five others in a Jesuit
Volunteer House in Seattle, and
works in the office of Catholic
Charities, an agency of the
Archdiocese of Seattle. The :
2. My favorite part in Today is:
o alumni news 0 donor news 0 major features 0 faculty news
o campus activities 0 sports
3. Today is, and will continue to be, free to our readers. But if we did
charge for subscriptions, how much would you be willing to pay to
receive the magazine each year?
0$0 0 $5 0 $7.50 0 $10 0 more
4. Do you receive publications from other colleges or universities? If so,
do you read them 0 more 0 less often than you read Today? In general
do you feel Today is 0 better 0 worse 0 about the same as other
college publications you read?
5. I read articles in Today because I am attracted by:
o subject matter 0 brevity 0 headline 0 people named
o depth of coverage
6. Please use this space to tell us why you enjoy Today.
7. Do you recall any articles from our June issue?
o News about retired faculty.
o Historian Homer Cunningham.
o Biologist Nicolin P. Gray
o Entomologist Robert Nixon.
o Artist Russell Larson.
o Musician Leonard Martin.
o The inauguration of Robert H. Mounce.
o The computer in the elementary school.
o New uses of Northwestern wheat.
o Doug Larson's decathlon achievements.
D The women's te:nn.is team.
o Advising foreign students.
As outreach co-ordinator of the
pilgrimage, Patten hopes to walk as
much of the course as possible. A
special effort will be made to visit
world religious leaders, with the
goal of commissioning an
ecumenical council of such leaders
to demand an end to the arms race.
Patten is the son of two
Whitworth alumnni: Rev. Robert
C. Patten, '55, pastor of Rose City
Park Presbyterian Church in
Portland, Oregon, and Arlene
Roberts Patten, '55x.
pilgrimage is being organized by
eight corps members and two
priests, although it has not as yet
been officially adopted as a JVC
project.
While at Whitworth, Patten was
deeply involved with Nutrition
1985, where he was introduced at a
noon-time presentation to the
Jesuits' volunteer service programs.
"We Protestants are really in the
dark about the Catholic Church:'
he says, noting that the diversity of
the Catholic Church makes
stereotyping impossible.
9. In the following sets of statements, check one from each that best
reflects your feelings about Today.
1. 0 too serious 0 not serious enough 0 just right.
2. 0 too many pages to read 0 not enough pages 0 just right
3. 0 too much variety in subjects 0 not enough variety in subjects
o good balance
4. 0 feature articles too long 0 not long enough 0 about right
5. 0 articles are too educational 0 too journalistic
o just right
6. 0 articles are too involved with issues 0 not involved enough
with issues 0 just right
7. 0 articles are well written 0 not well written 0 so so
8. 0 the look and layout of Today is very good 0 not very good
o so so
10. If you were the editor of Today, which of the following would you
increase in emphasis:
o alumni news 0 faculty news 0 fund raising 0 sports
o campus activities 0 student news 0 college programs
o college religious activities 0 trustees news 0 features on issues
and ideas
11. Which of the following describes how you read Today:
o I scan it without reading more than a paragraph or two from each
articleo I choose and read one or more articles
o I read news items but rarely read the main features
o I read the main features, but little else
o I read only the sports news
o I read only the alumni news
o I usually don't read it at all
12. Personal data:
o male 0 female profession.i, _
Relation to Whitworth College: Ograduated 0 attended 0 donoro parent other' _
What were your experiences at Whitworth? 0 excellent 0 good
o fair 0 poor
How old are you? 018-25 0 26-35 0 3645 0 46-60 0 over 60
The results of this survey will be published in a future issue of Whitworth
Today.
12
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ALUMNI NOTEBOOK
Donald and Norma ('54x)
(Bjorniby) Bennett have spent 24
years with Young Life as regional
director of the Mid South.
Bill Creevey is pastor of St.
Peter's-by-the-Sea Presbyterian
Church in Rancho Palos Verdes, CA.
Recently he was the keynote speaker
a t the annual meeting of the Synod of
"~ .. p.I
1933
Halcyon Kyle Gillespie has been
retired for 10 years after teaching at
the Central Washington Deaconess
Hospital School of Nursing for 25
years. She keeps herself busy in
church and community activities and
with her nine grandchildren.
1941
Douglas J. Coleman is retired in
Portland, Oregon, where he finds
himself busier than ever with
substitute teaching, free-lance writing
and singing in the chancel choir of
First Presbyterian Church.
1945
George L. Van Leuven received the
degree, Doctor of Ministry, from
Evangelical Seminary on June 27,
1981. His dissertation was on "A
,
With Testing in the Local Church:'
1947
David B. Tesarik was recently
appointed president of the
International Pharmaceutical Products
Division of Schering-Plough
Company. David had previously held
various executive positions with
General Electric Company in the
United States and abroad; with
International Telephone and
Telegraph Company and with
Shulton, Inc. He and his family live in
Summit, New Jersey.
1953
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,, ,, ,, ,, ,
i What's News With You i, ,, ,, ,
I Please use the space below to send I
~ news about you or your Whitworth friends. 0 Check, if new address 1, ,, ,, ,
: Name Class of: :, ,, ,, ,
: Name of Spouse :, ,
: (Include maiden name if Whitworth alum) Class of: :, ,, ,,
: Address,,,
i City State Zip, ,-------, ~,
: News Information:,
I,,,
I,,,,,,,,,,,,,
I
I
1957
Ron Soucy terminated his pastorate
at South Tahoe and moved to Madera,
California last December 1 to be
interim-pastor there.
John Stewart received his Ph.D.
from Washington State University and
is in research at Boeing in Seattle.
Children, ages: _
Return to: Alumni Office, Whitworth College, Spokane, WA 99251
D Interested in helping with 1982 Alumni Weekend Reunion, Class oL-
D Please change your records. The preferred class is _
,,
I
I,,,,
I,,,,,L _
for jnarne]:
1961
Wilburn G. Moore returned home to
Riviera, AZ, October 5, 1980, after a
two-month visit with old friends in
Bavaria, Germany.
Lome "Mac" Swanstrom and wife,
Sharon, live in Duluth, Minnesota,
with their children, James, 9, and
Sheryl, 14.. Lome is a real estate
broker and owner of Dwight
Swanstrom Co.
Nancy (Johnson) Marshall lives in
West Linn, Oregon. Her husband,
Chuck, is an engineer with the U.S.
Forest Service in Portland. They have
two children, Heather, 7, and
Andrew,S.
Lois Johnson recently completed
another year with the Spokane School
District and is keeping busy with her
grown children and three
grandchildren.
1965
Boppell moved back to Santa Ana,
California in June. Chuck has been
named senior vice president in charge
of operations for Taco Bell.
Sue (Hatbway) Liff and husband,
Mike, live on an island in Huntington
Harbour, Ca1ifornia, with their two
sons, Bryan 8V" and Jonathon 6. Sue
is very active in many civic groups
and Mike is a pulmonary physician in
Long Beach.
1967
Jan Shield, associate professor of
studio arts at Pacific University in
Forest Grove, Oregon, recently
exhibited his wood sculptures in the
Lawrence Gallery in the Marketplace
Center at Salishan on the central
Oregon coast.
Janet (Meislahn) Mertz is in San
Anselmo, California, in her first year
at San Francisco Theological
Seminary. She has two daughters,
Beth Ann 8, and Kathleen 5.
Nancy (Cardon) Watson and
husband, Duane, live in West Valley
City, Utah. They have three children,
Keri, 10, Wendi, 5 and Colin 2. Nancy
teaches school in Salt Lake City.
Robert C. Coppock was installed
senior pastor of Park Boulevard
Presbytrian Church in Oakland,
California, in March, 1981. He moved
from Portland, Oregon, with wife,
Elizabeth, and sons, Paul, 6, and Karl
3V,.
Mary (Spates) Crapuchettes has
been working with her daughter's
kindergarten class and doing book
reviews at Christian Women's Clubs.
Mary and husband, Jim, live in
Sunnyvale, California, with their
children, Rachel, 6, and Andrew, 3.
1969
Nancy (McClellan) Reeves and
husband, Paul, have moved to Chula
Vista, Ca1ifornia, with their two boys,
Matthew,S and Josh 2112. Paul is the
senior pastor of the Chula Vista
Presbyterian Church.
Janelle [Dutzar] Bellis and husband,
James, live in Yokosuka, Japan, where
Jim is doing a tour of duty. Jonelle is
enjoying her favorite hobby while in
Japan: traveling. They have three
children, John, 11, J.J., 9, and Jackie,
4.
1971
Penny (Bourne) Rolfe is office
assistant in the Department of
University Relations and
Development at the University of
Washington in Seattle.
Mike Bell and wife, Stephanie (Dtu,g)
'72, are living in Klamath Falls,
a n where lki!1~·liis,UlIill"nliMiIIII~--~
Association of Klamath Falls. He was
formerly the assistant manager at the
association in Spokane. They have
two children, Matthew, 7, and Jenny,
4.
Vicki Carlson-Luden and husband,
William, live in Boston,
Massachusetts. Vicki graduated in
1979 with a Ph.D. from the University
of Colorado. Currently, at Harvard
University, she is researching child
abuse and neglect.
D. William Mcivor accepted the call
as associate pastor to the First
Presbyterian Church of Birmingham,
Michigan with responsibilities for
stewardship and leadership, and
program development. Bill and wife,
Merrie, have two children, Kristen, 5,
and David, 3.
Alice OBlach and husband, Robert,
are living in Everett, Washington,
where she is semi-retired from
teaching to rasie her family. Robert is
the Government Program Manager at
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc.
They are in the process of adopting a
baby girl from Korea to add to their
family of Adam, 4 and Tom, 2.
1973
Susan (Daun) Woodstock teaches
kindergarten in Tacoma, and plays the
organ for a local church. Her
husband, Charles, is the General
Manager of the Seattle radio station
KEZX.
--
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1933
Halcyon Kyle Gillespie has been
retired for 10 years after teaching at
the Central Washington Deaconess
Hospital School of Nursing for 25
years. She keeps herself busy in
church and community activities and
with her nine grandchildren.
1941
Douglas J. Coleman is retired in
Portland, Oregon, where he finds
himself busier than ever with
substitute teaching, free-lance writing
and singing in the chancel choir of
First Presbyterian Church.
1945
George L. Van Leuven received the
degree, Doctor of Ministry, from
Evangelical Seminary on June 27,
1981. His dissertation was on "A
S d¥ of the Methodo ogy of
Bvlinge1ism, Tf8dl.tion and Innovative;
With Testing in the Local Church:'
1947
David B. Tesarik was recently
appointed president of the
International Pharmaceutical Products
Division of Schering-Plough
Company. David had previously held
various executive positions with
General Electric Company in the
United States and abroad; with
International Telephone and
Telegraph Company and with
Shulton, Inc. He and his family live in
Summit, New Jersey.
1953
Donald and Norma ('54x)
(Bjorniby) Bennett have spent 24
years with Young Life as regional
director of the Mid South.
Bill Creevey is pastor of St.
Peter's-by-the-Sea Presbyterian
Church in Rancho Palos Verdes, CA.
Recently he was the keynote speaker
at the annual meeting of the Synod of
Alaska-No west, held at Whitworth
this past June.
1957
Ron Soucy terminated his pastorate
at South Tahoe and moved to Madera,
California last December 1to be
interim-pastor there.
John Stewart received his Ph.D.
from Washington State University and
is in research at Boeing in Seattle.
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
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Name of Spouse ==-,--_--:----=-_-:-:::-_-;:- _
(Include maiden name if Whitworth alumJ Class of: _
Address
City
.._________ State' Zip, _
News Information;
Children, ages: _
Return to: Alumni Office, Whitworth College, Spokane, WA 99251
D Interested in helping with 1982 Alumni Weekend Reunion, Class oL-
D Please change your records. The preferred class is _
for [name]:
1961
Wilburn G. Moore returned home to
Riviera, AZ, October 5, 1980, after a
two-month visit with old friends in
Bavaria, Germany.
Lorne "Mac" Swanstrom and wife,
Sharon, live in Duluth, Minnesota,
with their children, James, 9, and
Sheryl, 14.. Lome is a real estate
broker and owner of Dwight
Swanstrom Co.
Nancy Gohnson) Marshall lives in
West Linn, Oregon. Her husband,
Chuck, is an engineer with the U.S.
Forest Service in Portland. They have
two children, Heather, 7, and
Andrew,S.
Lois Johnson recently completed
another year with the Spokane School
District and is keeping busy with her
grown children and three
grandchildren.
1965
Chud< and KarIyn r67J (Allbeel
Boppell moved back to Santa Ana,
California in June. Chuck has been
named senior vice president in charge
of operations for Taco Bell.
Sue (Hatbway) Liff and husband,
Mike, live on an island in Huntington
Harbour, California, with their two
sons, Bryan 8V" and Jonathon 6. Sue
is very active in many civic groups
and Mike is a pulmonary physician in
Long Beach.
1967
Jan Shield. associate professor of
studio arts at Pacific University in
Forest Grove, Oregon, recently
exhibited his wood sculptures in the
Lawrence Gallery in the Marketplace
Center at Salishan on the central
Oregon coast.
Janet (Meislahn) Mertz is in San
Anselmo, California, in her first year
at San Francisco Theological
Seminary. She has two daughters,
Beth Ann 8, and Kathleen 5.
Nancy (Cardon) Watson and
husband, Duane, live in West Valley
City, Utah. They have three children,
Keri, 10, Wendi, 5 and Colin 2. Nancy
teaches school in Salt Lake City.
Robert C. Coppock was installed
senior pastor of Park Boulevard
Presbytrian Church in Oakland,
California, in March, 1981. He moved
from Portland, Oregon, with wife,
Elizabeth, and sons, Paul, 6, and Karl
3V,.
Mary (Spates) Crapuchettes has
been working with her daughter's
kindergarten class and doing book
reviews at Christian Women's Clubs.
Mary and husband, Jim, live in
Sunnyvale, California, with their
children, Rachel, 6, and Andrew, 3.
1969
Nancy (McClellan) Reeves and
husband, Paul, have moved to Chula
Vista, California, with their two boys,
Matthew, S and Josh 2V,. Paul is the
senior pastor of the Chula Vista
Presbyterian Church.
Jonelle [Dutzar] Bellis and husband,
James, live in Yokosuka, Japan, where
Jim is doing a tour of duty. Janelle is
enjoying her favorite hobby while in
Japan: traveling. They have three
children, John, 11, J.J., 9, and Jackie,
4.
1971
Penny (Bourne) Rolfe is office
assistant in the Department of
University Relations and
Development at the University of
Washington in Seattle.
Mike Bell and wife, Stephanie (Dang)
'72, are living in Klamath Falls,
Oregon, where Mike is the new
manager of the Federal Land Bank
Association of Klamath Falls. He was
formerly the assistant manager at the
association in Spokane. They have
two children, Matthew, 7, and Jenny,
4.
Vicki Carlson-Luden and husband,
William, live in Boston,
Massachusetts. Vicki graduated in
1979 with a Ph.D. from the University
of Colorado. Currently, at Harvard
University, she is researching child
abuse and neglect.
D. William Mcivor accepted the call
as associate pastor to the First
Presbyterian Church of Birmingham,
Michigan with responsibilities for
stewardship and leadership, and
program development. Bill and wife,
Merrie, have two children, Kristen,S,
and David, 3.
Alice OBlach and husband, Robert,
are living in Everett, Washington,
where she is semi-retired from
teaching to rasie her family. Robert is
the Government Program Manager at
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc.
They are in the process of adopting a
baby girl from Korea to add to their
family of Adam, 4 and Tom, 2.
1973
Susan [Daun] Woodstock teaches
kindergarten in Tacoma, and plays the
organ for a local church. Her
husband, Charles, is the General
Manager of the Seattle radio station
KEZX.
1975
Jean (Russell) Winder is working as
a corporate relocation counselor in
Littleton, Colorado, where she and
husband, William, reside.
Kathy (Rapier) Ferguson and
husband, Eric, live in Suisun,
California. They are involved in
community service through their local
church.
Rick Morse is currently pastor at
First Christian Church in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. His wife, Cecilia, is a
chemist at Hollister-Stier in Spokane.
Carolyn (Curley) McNeil and
husband, John, were married in 1978
and now reside in Coulee Dam,
Washington. Carolyn is in her sixth
year as a teacher of first grade.
Alice Anderson received her
master's of nursing from the
University of Oregon Health Sciences
Center in June, 1981. She is now
employed as Director of Nursing at
the University.
J.P. Stevens and wife Cynthia
Morrison live in Boulder, Colorado,
where J.P. is a field manager for a
local corporation, and Cynthia is a
teacher of deaf children in Junior high
school. During the summer they've
been touring much of the Pacific
Northwest by bicycle.
LindaJean (Gowey) Miller and
husband, Ray, live in Seattle, where
Linda is working as a Christian
education coordinator and Ray is a
custom upholsterer.
1977
Sue Repanich will be graduating
with a B.A. in English from Cal State,
Fresno, California, in December. She
has been working for the Western
Region of the Internal Revenue
Service in Fresno for the past two and
a half years. Sue resides in Clovis,
California.
Will Mason has recently been called
to pastor the First Presbyterian,
Church in Deer Lodge, Montana.
Susan Coles lives in Renton,
Washington and works as a general
assignment reporter for The Highline
TImes in Burien.
David Matsumura, a first-year
graduate student at San Francisco
Theological Seminary, worked during
February and March at the Old First
Presbyterian Church of San Francisco.
1979
Mindy Larrison is living in
Bremerton, Washington, were she
counsels adolescent runaways and
their families.
Sven Kiilsgaard, currently a student
at San Francisco Theological
Seminary, was selected as one of 100
Presbyterians to participate in a U.S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare conference on the disabled in
February at Louisville, Kentucky.
Do you remember
this spot on
campus?
This fountain, located near
McMillan Hall and the Dining Hall,
has been forgotten for many years.
The Alumni Office would like to
identify and repair it, but we need
some background. When was it
built? Was it a gift from a class?
Who was responsible for it being
built? Any background you can give
should be sent to the Alumni Office.
Robert Patten is working in the
office of the Roman Catholic charities
in Seattle. In April, 1982, as an
organizer of the Bethlehem Peace
Pilgrimage, he will march from the
Trident Nuclear Submarine Base at
Bangor, Washington, to Bethlehem,
Israel.
John W. Bookwalter and wife, Jill
(Williams '79xj, reside in Santa Paula,
California. John is the assistant
manager of Nautilus of California.
Robert Ramseyer lives in Bellevue,
Washington, and is youth program
director for the Burbank YMCA.
Jodi Pearson is working for Pacific
Power and Light as an energy
consultant. She lives in Roseburg,
Oregon.
Jim Motteler has moved to Denver,
Colorado, and works for Martin-
Marietta, compiling cost estimates for
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Space Shuttle
program.
Lisa Sardinia is beginning her third
year of graduate work for a Ph.D. in
microbiology at Montana State
University. ,
1981
Jamie Fletcher is a special agent for
John Hancock Insurance Company
and lives in Issaquah, Washington.
Steve and Phoebe Poos-Benson will
move to the San Francisco Bay area
this Fall. Steve will enroll at San
Francisco Theological Seminary and
Phoebe at the Dominican School of
Philosophy and Theology.
Tim Cheek begins his first term at
Willamette Law School in Oregon.
Doug Nave is also starting law school
at Columbia.
Robin Mills is attending Fuller
Seminary.
Luke Teruya is going to Marquette
Dental School.
Debbie Salt, class agent, is working
at Whitworth in the Graduate Studies
Office.
Brian Best is working with Bread for
the World.
Rich Miller is at San Francisco
Theological Seminary.
Nina Gartland and husband, Rich
1'791 are moving to Seattle.
Dr. Thomas Bibb
Former professor of economics, Dr.
Thomas Bibb, now resides in a nursing
home in Denver, Colorado. He is 97
years old, and suffers from
deteriorating health. Dr. Bibb came to
Whitworth in the Fall, 1946, and was
very popular with students. He retired
in 1961. Former students and
associates may wish to write him at
Life Care Facility, 5775 East 8th
Avenue, Denver, Co. 80220.
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Marriages
'54 Trena Rudnick and Robert Clarke, December, 1980. They reside in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
'73 Susan Daun and Charles Woodstock, April 1981. They reside in
Tacoma, Washington.
'74 Kyle Storm and Kathy Harrell. They reside in Huntington Beach,
California.
'75 Linda Gowey and Ray Miller, September, 1980. They reside in Seattle,
Washington.
'77 Nancy Wendlandt and Dave Matthews, July, 1981. They reside in
Kitchican, Ontario.
'78 Carolyn Gates and Ric Smith, August, 1981. They reside in Castro
Valley, California.
'78x Bill Shaver and Pat Hughes (75x), July 18, 1981. They reside in
Sunnyvale, California.
79 Nancy Haglund and Reuben Collins, December, 1980. They reside in
Pasadena, California.
'79 Marianne Boyles and Sam Ferris, August, 1980. They reside in
Spokane.
'80 Chris Call and Lisa Gruenfeld ('81), June 20, 1981. They reside in
Salem, Oregon.
'80 Dave Underwood and Jeanne Byle, June 13, 1981. They reside in
Enumclaw, Washington.
'81 Glenn Williams and Kathy Bashaw, August 14, 1981. They reside in
Spokane.
'81 Phoebe Poos and Steve Benson, May 18, 1981. They reside in San
Anselmo, California.
'81 Dennis Poffingham and Tina Pontius ('82), June 27, 1981. They
reside in Spokane.
'81 Harvey Moyer and Jennifer Swan, June 27, 1981. They reside in
Pullman, Washigton.
'81 Dave Anderson and Cheri Weber, May 22, 1981. They reside in
Spokane.
'81 Sam Wiseman and Charlotte Storteboom ('82), May 24, 1981. They
reside in Twin Falls, Idaho.
'81 Brian Gundry and Sally Keen ('80), May 22, 1981. They reside in
Spokane.
Births
'66 Janet lJinx)lPotter) and Richard Edwards, boy, Jonathan, born
February 28, 1981.
'69 Linda Kay (Darnell) and James Bentson, girl, born in February, 1981.
'70 Stephen and Cindy (Warner) ('71) Gorman, boy, born in August,
1980.
'73 Roger and Josllyn (Vas) Gayhard, girl, Kristen Lynn, born May 27,
1981.
'74 Larry and Sharon (Erickson) ('78) Becker, son, Thomas William,
born May 24, 1981.
'74 Greg and Julie Hatch, boy, Casey Allan, born June 26, 1981.
'76 Chet and Susan (Obendorf) Pipkin, girl, Greta Sue, born March 5,
1981.
'76 Ken and Nadine (Mack) Onstot, girl, Laura Marie, born November
17, 1980.
'77 Pat and Gerri (Denham) Irwin, girl, Jill Ryan, born June 17, 1981.
'77 Dave and Chris (Paschell) Ward, boy, Kellen Fitzgerald, born June
10, 1981.
'79 Ron and Benita (Ward) ('71) Hyder, girl, Rebecca Elizabeth, born
May 4, 1981. .
'80 Marlene (Miller) and Gary Getz, boy, Sherman Troy, born June 1,
1981.
Deaths
'27 Carl Boppell, June 29, 1981, in Santa Cruz, California.
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Did you receive your copy?
Copies of the 1981 Whitworth
Alumni Directory have been
received from Taylor Publishing
Company, and are being sent to all
alumni who made an undesignated
gift to the college during the
1980-81 fiscal year.
Complimentary copies will also
be sent to alumni who make new
gifts during the coming 1981-82
fiscal year. If you did not make a
financial gift to Whitworth in the
In memoriam:
Nuestel, BoppeD,
Brahams and Burt
Raymond I. "Brick" Brahams
Jr., 54, former director of public .
relations at Whitworth from 1956
to 1958, died March 16, 1981, in
Maryville, Tennessee.
At the time of his death, Brahams .
was vice president for admin-
istration at Maryville College. In
the mid-1960s he also served as
vice president for development at
Willamette University in Salem,
OR. He was a ruling elder, clerk of
session and president of United
Presbyterian Men at New
Providence Presbyterian Church in
Maryville.
Benjamin Conrad Neustel, 90,
retired Whitworth chairman of the
biology and chemistry departments,
died July 9, 1981, in Spokane.
Neustel, who received an
honorary Doctor of Science degree
from Whitworth, taught at the
college from 1928 to 1956, when he
retired. He also coached football
and basketball.
In addition, he was chairman of
the physics, chemistry and
mathematics section of the
Northwest Scientific Association.
He received his bachelor's degree
from Willarnette University, and
his master's from Washington State
University. A veteran of both world
wars, he was a member of Salem
Lutheran Church and the Mullan
Masonic Lodge.
past year, and do so this year, you
will be sent your copy of this
useful resource for keeping in
touch with other alumni.
The Directory includes three
sections: an alphabetical listing of
all alumni, followed by
geographical and class year
sections.
Send your gift for the 1981-82
annual fund to: Whitworth College,
Spokane, Washington 99251.
Class of '81
responds to
challenge
For the second year in a row,
members of the graduating class at
Whitworth have responded to an
alumni challenge program.
Challenged to pledge "$81 from
'81" over a three-year period,
Whitworth seniors indicated their
willingness to help their alma
mater by pledging $4,250. 'Iwelve
percent of the class pledged.
While the response was lower
than the record amount (27 percent
pledged $5,140) of the Class of '80,
the response was encouraging,
according to Alumni Director Kay
Brown. "Their response to the
challenge was positive, and could
help move our record of alumni
giving toward a much more
credible position:' Brown said. "I
hope it will serve as an indicator to
older alumni that our graduates
believe in the importance of
supporting a Whitworth education:'
Carl L. Boppell, 1927 graduate,
long-time trustee, and a man with
many ties to Whitworth College,
died June 29 in Santa Cruz, Calif.
A manufacturer of women's
clothing and a marketer of hearing
aids in California, Boppell recently
was president of that state's Gideon
organization.
While at Whitworth, he was class
president his Junior and senior
years, was active in four sports
(captain of the baseball team his
sophomore yearj and sang in the
glee club. He discovered the fire
that destroyed Ballard Hall in ·1927,
and alerted the other residents ill
time to avoid any injury.
Boppell married Betty Beal(28).
sister of his roommate at college.
- All four of Carl and Betty Boppell's
children are graduates of
Whitworth: Judy (Mrs. Richard
Peace). Susan (Mrs. Thomas
Condron Jr.,) Charles L. and John
C.
His father, the Rev. Charles J.
Boppell of Seattle, a moderator of
the Synod of Washington, received
an honorary Doctor of Divinity
degree from Whitworth.
His sister, Dr. Mary Boppell
Johnston, was for many years chair
of the home economics department
at Whitworth, and Mary's
husband, Dr. Hugh W. Johnston, is
currently in the development
department of the college.
Yale H. Burt, who was
carpenter and locksmith at
Whitworth for 22 years died
August 2 in Spokane, He was 77.
Homecoming and
Parents' Weekend
combined for
October 16-18
A big weekend of campus
activity is being planned for
Whitworth alumni, parents of
current students, students and
faculty. October 16-18 will feature
a big-name entertainment
personality concert, mini-college
courses, lunch-in-the-loop, the
Homecoming football game against
Pacific University, women's
volleyball, the Great Tricycle Race,
a dinner-dance at the Davenport
Hotel downtown, and a Sunday
afternoon campus band concert.
Publicity will be mailed soon
with more specific details. Plan
now to return to the campus, 'as
Spokane's Centennial attention
focuses upon Whitworth during
Homecoming and Parents'
Weekend.
Applicants
wanted for
Director of
Alumni Relations
A challenging full-time position
offered at $22,000 annually. A
chance to travel and represent
Whitworth College, administer
its multi-faceted alumni program
and participate in the fund-
raising efforts of the college.
Applicants are being received
through September 30, 1981. For
more information contact
Director of Personnel.
Plan now to attend
1982 Whitworth
Alumni Weekend
Whitworth's first two Alumni
Weekends are now history. Over
200 persons returned to the
campus in June to attend class
reunions, a barbecue, banquet,
mini-classes, worship service, and a
host of other activities. The event
has become a ready opportunity for
alumni to renew acquaintances
with the campus and old
Whitworth friends.
Dates have been set for the third
annual Alumni Weekend, to be
held July 23-25, 1982. This will be
the weekend immediately prior to
the Whitworth Institute of
Ministry.
Class reunions will be held for
the following classes:
Fifth
1978, 1977, 1976
Tenth
1972
Fifteenth
1968, 1967, 1966
1Wentieth
1963, 1962, 1961
1Wenty-fifth
1957
Thirtieth
1953, 1952, 1951
Thirty-fifth
1948, 1947, 1946
Fortieth
1942
Forty-fifth
1938, 1937, 1936
A 'cluster approach' will again be
used for class reunions. Under this
plan, members of the classes which
graduated the years immediately
before and after the class which is
observing one of these reunions,
will be invited to participate fully
in the reunion activities. This
clustering affords the opportunity
to see more friends from
contiguous classes.
Persons who are interested in
helping plan or promote a Class
Reunion are encouraged to contact
the Alumni Office through What's
News With You?
TODAY IN SPORTS
Larson eyes
1988 Olympiad
Whitworth junior decathlete
Doug Larson, hot off his NAJA
championship last spring, in June
attended the invitational Olympic
Decathlon Training Center in
Colorado Springs, CO, for
evaluation of his Olympic potential.
Larson and track coach Arnie
'Iyler were among 10 other
decathletes and a number of
coaches invited to the camp. The
athletes were put through a series
of physiological tests and techinque
evaluations to determine cardio-
vascular efficiency, hamstring
flexibility, muscle balance and
other measures of long-range
potential.
Most of the decathletes invited to
the camp had scored 7300 to 7700
points in competition. Larson
scored 7516 in the NAlA
cbampionsb;jk~eding Ol~
star Bruce Jenner's mark of 7.w9 in
the 1969 NAJA's. Larson hopes to
break 8000 by graduation, an
achievment that would approach
Olympic standards by 1984.
"Doug could conceivably make it
to the 1984 Olympic trials if he
continues to improve at his current
rate:' Coach 'Iyler said.
But it is the 1988 Olympics the
21-year-old athlete from
Bellingham, WA, really is aiming
for. Most decathletes peak in their
late 20's, and with work, can
improve up to 250 points a year,
'Iyler said.
Meanwhile, "Track and Field
News" ranks Larson 18th in the
nation.
Squires to leave
Whitworth
Daryl Squires, head football
coach since 1978, resigned to take a
coaching job at Shorecrest High
School in Seattle. Squires coached
the Pirates for four seasons winning
12, losing 24, and tying one,
finishing a consistent fourth place
in the Northwest Conference.
Squires takes satisfaction in the
condition of the program he's
leaving. "I think the team has
better potential than last year. We
have 60 guys coming to camp who
can play;' he said. The offensive
lineup is stronger than last year he
believes and while the defense has
to replace Little All-American Dave
Pomante and All-Conference
Randy Schwartz plus Sam
Wiseman and Doug Reetz, Squires
feels he has recruits coming in who
can fill those holes.
Squires resignation was effective
June 30.
Doug Larson
Brown succeeds
Vaughn inbaseball
Steve Brown, former chief
assistant coach at Gonzaga
University, has been appointed
head baseball coach at Whitworth,
Athletic Director Jim Larson has
announced. Brown succeeds Dave
Vaughn.
Brown, who has a masters degree
in physie<d~,lpatis>u from
Gonzaga, has been chief assistant at
GU for two years. Prior to that he
was chief assistant coach at the
University of California, Irvine, for
three years. He was in charge of
pitching staff, fund-raising,
conditioning and recruiting players.
The 26-year-old coach graduated
from Spokane Falls Community
College and Highline High School,
Seattle, and received his bachelor's
from Gonzaga. He was an all-
conference pitcher for Gonzaga in
1978 when the Bulldogs were Nor-
Pac champions. He is a member of
the Christian Athletic Association,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
and North Hill Christian Church,
where he is a deacon.
"Steve is an outstanding young
man:' Larson said. "We think he is
a worthy successor to a fine coach
like Dave:'
Vaughn resigns
baseball post
After two years as head coach of
the Whitworth baseball team, Dave
Vaughn has resigned. Vaughn led
his team to the Northwest
Conference championship in his
first season, 1980, and to a second
place finish in 1981.
Vaughn's decision was prompted
by the arrival this spring of his son
Devin, and his desire to be a full-
time husband and father. "I love
baseball:' he said, "and I loved
coaching, but my family has to
come first. The time away from
them was just too much:' He is an
assistant director of admissions at
Whitworth, a job which requires
continued next column
Hal Werner named
cross country coach
Harold (Hal) L. Werner, former
co-coach of the Kuwait Olympic
Track and Field Team, has been
named head cross country coach
and assistant track coach.
Werner comes to Whitworth
after two years in Kuwait followed
by a year coaching at Rogers High
School in Spokane. Before that for
eight years he was head track and
field and cross country coach at
Simon Fraser University.
In his 15 years of coaching at the
college level, Werner has coached
11 All-Americans and three
Olympians. He has broad
experience at the national level. In
1973 he was chairman of the U.S.
Summer Games Track and Field
'Conunittee. In 1974, he was head
track referee for the NAlA National
Track and Field and in 1975, head
field referee. In 1976 he was chief
referee for the NAlA Track and
Field.
No stranger to Eastern
Washington, Werner was head
, men's track and field and cross
country coach at Eastern
Washington University from 1966
to 1970, and coached two NAJA
individual champions while there.
Currently he is P.E. specialist for
the Cheney shcools.
The 52-year-old coach holds a
master's degree in physical
education from Washington State
University and a bachelor's from
Brigham Young University.
Vaughn, continued
extensive travel in the fall and
winter months.
His coaching record 'at the college
level, combining two years at
Whitworth and two years as
player-coach with Sports
Ambassadors is 66 and 35. At
Whitworth it was 30 and 29, 23
and 12 in the Northwest
Conference.
Grambo succeeds
Squires in football
Whitworth College has named
one of its own, Bruce Grambo, to
be one-year interim football coach.
Grambo, 45, was an assistant
football coach at Whitworth under
Rollie Robbins and Hugh
Campbell, and wrestling coach
from 1967 to 1971. In 1971 as head
track and field coach, he led the
Pirates to the Northwest
Conference track and field
championship.
Athletic Director Jim Larson said
he was "pleased and excited" to
name Grambo, a successful
restaurateur in the Spokane area.
Grambo will replace Daryl Squires,
who resigned in June. Grambo said
his two restaurants are in good
hands, leaving him free to try to
make the 1981 Pirate football
campaign successful.
Grambo is a graduate of Eastern
Washington University, where he
has served as assistant coach. He
has also been head coach at the
Harrington and Cheney, WA high
schools. His career record as head
coach is 59 wins and 21 losses,
with one state championship.
"I feel very strongly about my
past connection with the
IWhitworth) college, and this is
why 1 am offering my service:'
Grambo said.
Paul Merkel will stay on as
assistant coach. 'IWo or three more
assistants will be named later,
Larson said.
...'••,e>.;"~
CALENDAR
September
5 Dorms Open at 1:00p.m.
6 & 7 Orientation Activities
8 Advising
9 Registration
10 Day Classes Begin
12 Faculty Retreat
14 Evening Classes Begin
19 Football: Eastern Oregon
State Cnllege, here, 1:00
p.m.
22 Cnmmunity Building Day
26 Football: Oregon Cnllege of
Education at Monmouth
October
3 Football: Central
Washington University,
here, 1:00p.m.
10 Football: Western
Washington University at
Bellingham
,--------------------------------------------------------------., ', '
! Where there's a WILL there's a WAY... !, '
: Do you have a WAYto make sure your estate goes !
1 where you want it to go? :, ': The Whitworth Foundalion has two FREE brochures :
: which give helpful guidance in your decisions about finan- :
1 cial matters. :, '
: Send now for: :, '
: Where there's a Will, lhere's a Way. '
: Answers questions about evaluating your assets and,
: debts, choosing an executor for your estale and making
: your will legal.,
: Personal Affairs Record:! A workbook which will assist you in establishing your
: estate plan, aid your executor and provide important in-
: formalion to your family.,
: Clip this coupon and mail it to:,
: Whitworth Foundation, Spokane, WA 99251,,
1 Name ----------------------,: Address _,,
: City ZipCode _,,
I Choose one or both.,
I 0 Where there' 5 a Will, there's a Way 0 Personal Affairs RecordL 1
16-18 HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
17 Football: Homecoming
game against Pacific
University at 1:00 p.m.
24 Football: Pacific Lutheran
University, here, 1:00 p.m.
31 Football: Linfield College at
McMinnville, OR
November
7 Football: Lewis and Clark
College, here, 1:00p.m.
14 Football: Willamette
University at Salem, OR
25-27 Thanksgiving Vacation
30 Classes BeginSupport America's
greatest
natural resource
by supporting
our colleges!
December
11 Last Class Day
15-17 Final Exam Week
18 . Christmas Vacation
Jan 3Support higher education.
Mindpower Week
Oct. 3-11
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